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The .. general .. statement of. the simplest type of· 
problems dealt with in the calcu1us of variations 1$ ~a 
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·-has. the. least possible value. 
This. general problem is investigated in some 
----· In· that. chap:ter., th-e. fact ±s es.;, 





..,. f = 0 y 
: ... ,\,. 
~;~:.,· 
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:t}.l t plays a major role in determimng the des..ired minimi:z---~---·--i 
-~~- ~~~-!_:~ __ n_1_=_._fl'_(_x_). · _I_n __ 8-e_· ner~:_i_t __ i~--n~~ !ossi ble __ ··-" ·Ii 
• I ·=--~~ to· solve Euler's differential eq~ation explioi tly in jf 
terms of elementary f.unotions. However, in important . ;ff 
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., special cases and in fact in most of the classical ex-
-
am.plea of·. the calculus of variations, the equation can 
·· be eo1ved by. means of integration. 
here three special. cases. 
We briefly mention 
First is -the case in which the functi-on f does 
.. 
no.t contain th.e. deri.vative .,,· =. ,, explicit1y.; that is,·· 
f = ·f(x,¢). Here .. , Eul.er.t s dif.fer~ntial- equation is no 
Ilk II 
,e~ u~ t· ~ •• ...; .e.: · \. .... &~e~ -e, .1m;P"l·ye ;._,~...,;._..: ur 
. ,., . '" ·g 
I equatiGn f'.;'{x..!;v) = o, which, ie an im~p+i~i\ ~e(i~i ~to~.-. ii 
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plici-tly·; that ts,- f = f(x,y•). Here, -Euler'-s---d-1-f-f.ere-n--- -------------- -
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· ··· · ·" ·.·· ···' ·-'-,·i-11n e qua-t±on be~Ollles :::lj r · = 'o-,. -wh-ich a-t .once .. gives . the-. -··-. ___ ,_..:._ _ _ ... -
reeul t f
1
, = c., wher.e c -1s · an arbitrary constant of in-
-
tegra~i-on. · --Th.1-s _last equation may be used t-o · express y•-
.. -::,.._ 
as a function g(x,c) and we thus have the e.qua.tion 
-· . -- ······- .·-·. -· ~--·· 
.1' = g(x, c) 
fro~hich we ob~ain by a s.imple integration. 
. y .J:x: g(t,c) dt + a. 




The third special case is that in which f does 
It can 
.not contain x explicitly; that is, t - t(y,y• ) .• 
--·---
' be shown that in this case 
p -, 
. __ ..___ 
E = f(y,y•) 
-
y•t.,, (y,y') - C 
'' is an int~gral of Euler's differential equation. The 
solution of Euier's differential equation, again obtain-
ed by ;integration, will be or· the form x. = h(y,c) + a, 
which can be solved tor y to obtain the function y;(x,c,a). 
This third and most important spe.cial case is·il-
lus tra ted by the pr~ blem· ·of. Chapter 3 ; namely, the prob- · 
l•I• I· ,.1' 
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DET.EBMIHATI.OB OF .,THE SHOR~ST- ABC BE.~WEEB ~WO POINTS 
~ --
The· prob1em of ~-etermining the shortest arc be-
tween_ ,two given :p~ints can .ser-ve a~ an illustration of · 
------ -----,------------~ 
the general theory and method-a of -the -Calcu]ua_of nri_a .... 
tions, though it is a speoialized.caae. We shall deal 
with this problem in this chapter, assuming at the out-
set that we know nothing about shortest distances or 
straight lines. ) 
--
Let the coordinates of the two points to be 
------------------ -----. ~- .. ------------.--- ---· ------
- - . ------···--·----------------------------··---------------· 
Theae points will be identified by the numbers 1 and · 2. 
... ' 
~e equation-of the minimal-length arc, in c;:ase such an 
arc exists, will be supposed-to be of the form 
"l,.,, . y=y(x),. 
The length of any such arc is given by the line 
integral I 
' 
.... ~ .. ,..... ---...,. ...... -,., .,.... .. 
- " . ' Thus t~e length of the aro is -
.. ...... . (Li) . . I = J:2 -t(y' >-ax, 
. 1 ... 
. - .. 
.._!-i 'i .. . 
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--------- ---- -----------------~-= The only restrictions to· be pl~ced o"ii.--th8-furic- --- 11 
t~Q~~ _ _y(_:1e) t-~- ~-~- ~_Q_l1-t?ig~!'~~~ _E!~~ 't}l,a.t, op· th~ ·interval Ii 
D 
x1 s x ~ ~2 , y(x) must .. be continuous and it mua.t cons·1.st 
-
' 
ot a f-ini te number of arcs on each of which it is oon-
tt~µBly ·dif:fer.enttable-~-~ 1st 'the arcs y == y(x) ···· ·········· I 
. ;:1 are· required to be continuous and to be composed of a 
finite number of arcs on each of which .. the tangent to 
the arc turns continuo~sly. Such an arc wi11. ·be called 
an "aq.~issible arc•i, and the function. defining such an __ _ 
arc will- b.e ca1led an "admissib1.e function".. .The prob-
lem of finding the·shortest distance between the two 
---·-----------------




i admis.sible function which satisfies the end._condi tions 
-~'·-
·--and. which makes ··the integral (l'ol) a minimum. 
Let~ it be--.suppoaed that a particul-ai:- -a~o, w--.1:oa 
< 
we shall denote by E12 , with the equation 1. = g(x), is 
known to be the solution arc. Let 1)_(x). be an admissible 
function- satisfying the further condition that ll_(x1 )- = , 
· meteP family of admissible arc·s, each o~ which passes 
' .•' ~ ,, '. - t ___ ,. .• ,- 1 
... 
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....... _ ........ through_:_the t.wo ... · points ... l ang ____ 2 •-~-'Ag ____ th~ ____ @.9l~on .. arc .. ___ i!t ... :. ··----····---- .--,~---'=······· ... __ -~-~,ti1 
. . . 
. . -· - - - --- ----- - --- . - . - - l'ii' 
· iricludecr in thfs tamiiy ·-ct.hat-- :Ls,-·-;,hen a ~ 0)-~ ~ t~t 
ffi For :this function y = g(x) + a11(x), the vaiue_ fl 
ot the integral (1.1) taken alotlg any arc .depend-s_·on a, ~"''°' 







I(a) = J:~ f(g' + 8.}l') d:z:. (1~2). 
,, Alo the solution arc E12 this integra1 has the value 
From elementary oa1cull18. it ia. Jmow,n. that if a 
function I(a) has a--~~~!~~ __ val~~-a~~- = ¥--··then_.~{~1) = ·---·-- - ---- - . - ·---------·-~---- ----· ------·-·-~·----- -·-· -
O, where I' (a) d·enot·es the derivative of I(a) with re~ 
spect to the argument ao Hence the asaumption that a 
~ 
solution is furnished by y =' g(x) implie~ that in equa-
tion (l.2) we must have I' (0) · = o. From (1.2_) we find 
that· 
(1.3) l'(O)' =f2 f ,(g'))l' dx =~·o, 
xl y . 
w~~:r~ ~Y' (_g•) ... 4.e~o~:~~ the 4~rty~tivt Qf f(y• l with. i-e~ . . 
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tive f~.,{g•) is-a function of x, it wr-1-1 'b,· c;teno'te4 bl' g 
~ 
. 
. _,..,.: . .,.. ..-. .,..,-.9:' ~ .llll,lti1,~,rc - ~ .W. ,.,,fi -. 1· •. - .-. ...t· .... ~ • M(x). 
.. The implioa1i1ona of the necessity of the e.ondi- . 1• 
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···- ~ ........ -- --·· ----···-·---······-·~-.... -·-·--··-·--'-··----·-· ······-----· ··--··- - ·--· .. ·--··•.- ···-·· --
t ~on I' (0) = 0 wi.ll IJ!.Ore easily be seen if we -i'irs.t. prove 1 
th.e fo·llowing lemma, which .will be used in lat.er chapters 
I 
/ 
-- --- ·-·· - -· •---•- ---- ... ····-.·---------------- ' ·---~------··-··------··--- -----------------··---------· 
as -~1~ as in ffie cu:rr-ent problem. 
•.--~---,.",. .• ~ •• -•,..,._A O , •• ·••• ••- ••••·" ....... , ..... , --~ .... ~: .. .,- .• ~ -•• •I?• ••, .• , ......... ,. •,•-"-"'•>•.• •· •' •.•• -.,, •' •••• ..,,, --· -- -, •. - ........... - .. __ , ___ .. , •.• ·-·-- ..i:...-· •. .,. : .... ._ _ __,_,,,...,...,..,:,-,-s,•.....,.,.·~- , .• , .. ...,._.,. . ._, .• -, ________ ;,;;..ic:i 
I 
FUndamental Lemma.: Let M(x) be a function either 
continuous on the. interval x1 ~ x s x2 or -e~ee e·uch 
that_ the interval can be subdivided into a finite 
number of subin~ervals on each o:t which ~{~)- _;@ 
- -------------------- ·: ------ ---&~---- -~,, ---·----~~--------
continuous.- Let 
Jx 2 M(x)'lJI (x) dx = O x1. 'l 
to_r every admissible f'unctio~%c) satisfying 
1} ( Xl ) = \ ( x2 ) · = 0 • 
Then, M(x) is- necessarily a constant., 
----- --·--·-·•----'--~•-·. -•.s•, ••·•·--• r...__ . __.__ ----
-------- -- --- --------- ---
- --·-·-·· ------------------ . 
To prove the lemma,~•e note that since -
~~~~---,---'-~-'-~'~-
__ / 
for all 11(x)· such that 11_ (x1) =11 (x2 ) = o,# then for all 
·_ . ~ 
of these same functions ~(x), we must have 
( 1-.4) rx2 [M(x) - ~11· (x) dx = o, J xl , 
where C is any constant. Now, the :tunction11 1(x), given 
. -a,.r.,._ ._.,.. ..... ,. •• -11!"' .... -- -~~ 
-, 
C. ( X -._. 7, '! } .. . . · 
:1 - ,. ar • ~- -•- " . ... • ~ 
J· 
is an admissible !unction which _!~~i:_f:l~~e at ~1 .. _____ !~ __ !;_~). ______ . ____________________ _ 
·. ··--·· ... ----·- ..... ···---· ·--··---·-·-·-·--~---,---- ----· ..... 
. also vanish at x2, provided weoheose c1 _~ satis~y 
......... .,.,· 
.. ! .. 
-. 




·· · · · ~Thus --equatiiin ___ {i. 4 l- must ·:hoici- -r or ,f { xJ--~~--!l 11 :x:·f~ --an~~~111a·· ---- ---- --- -
- z!elds __ 
-----_--- ---- - --·_·-----· .. _--.-.. -------·--· -- ---- ------------~,,---·-------
- " 
.. --------------··-- -- .. 
-_ ---. · · · ··· ~1'"11(x)-- ciTidx ~ o. .~ .. ··· .. ·. ·----- -
~ 1·x~---~ JJ.J 
But this las~ equation is aatiEttied only if --m(x) = o1• 
, 
Thia concludes the proo,f· of the lemma. 
Thus, along ihe solution arc E12 , direct applica-
tion of the above lemma to (1.·:,) yields the requirement 
--- · that 
- ------------------ --------------
g' -fvt(g') ·= ,/ - C, 
. ., . yl + gt2 
(1.71 Q 
wh·ere C 1·s some constant. From this it follows at once 0 ~ ~~ 
tha:t g' must itself equa;L a constant, which in turn im-
plies that the solution arc E12 is a straight line join-
illg_ the _ points 1 and 2-; that-- iS-,-·-&-----ne-ce-ssaey- --C-w.[.l-Q.l.----lt-.ll..-9£l-------
f or E12 to be an arc of minimal length is that E12 be a---
_ .. --- -
straight line. - -- --- -
-·---- ~. ·~ ....... ~ ~·..-. 
. ·--· f~ 
~ {II 




_ ._ -~ -aary condi tiuA is stlif i6iea t J Ne :&low. -~how that such 1a ti 
;- ....... ~~ I~~ ~"·'·"' T - . . .... .......... - .... _..,,. ... ,,,_ ~. ..... I 
· --'-· -- ·-····-· j ~ ........ -- -. ·-· · --·--- - - - --te-t-,,{lt} denot-e- the: ia-;rement-·'hhaii mu-&ct be--adc:led-- __ _:. __ ··-- -·---- ii 
,;• ...... 
-io-- the- Ordinate .of-E-12$'ti ·eaeh-·vafue- X-1.11 order tQ Obtain ,. 
-------------·-- ---------·--·. ------ ------------------~----------------- ---~--:_,-__ -- ~--. ---- . - ----·- --- ---------------~-----------------









-- -ant_ arbi trari~y selected admissible ·arc 012 joining the 
.-... .. ~-·--· O •-• -· :-- -~,.,. ... --·-·- ·-· • O • O o• •'• - ---· -·-~-~·- : ....... _.._ ,. ~~.----··;- '~-,.,.-- ,-.-, ... - •-.•·--~ .. --.~~--·· .. ,~ ..... •"· --~--"- • .. ~ ··-· ·-- ...... ·- - ;... •••••••.,_,...._. __ ,...,.,j.. __ ._.._ .... , •• •• t-.... ~ ...... L..,.,~--..-.·~-~ ....... --.~------·"-"'-_ ...... ,,,, ,> ...,., ... ---••,, •••OW•··-· 0 
points l and 2. · That is-, :c12 will have as its equation 
-----Where -(x1 ) = rd(x2) = o. The difference· of the lengths 
of 012 and E12 can be expressed as 
1(012) - I(E12> =f:~fr(g' + /6') •_:f(g'ildx 
,W'-~. ' 
or, using Taylor's formula, 
(l.8) 
. - - -• ·---·-- ··--·- ··-·-·· ·-·-·--






, is.the second derivative·of the function f 
with respect to 1', and 8 is a-suitable value· betwee~ 
O and l. In this last equation_, recall that ___ r1 , is 
-- -- ----~---- -
constant, by (1.7), and {6(x1) __ = f6(x2 ) = o, so that the 
f_irst integral __ vanishes. Furthermore, since __________ _ 
,. 
.... .,. ••v.-. ,, ..... -'-·-- "' - ~ ....... ,... ................. .,.. .. . 
~ .._J ~ ~-~ .-4- ...... -4,..- ··~ 
........ ,, ........ _~ 
·• ..... 
18 clearly always pos1 tive, it follo~s that the second 
.. __ J-·--. 
t~'. 
¥K 
~- ·-·. :9 
-e::I il 
~ 
.....,Me'gra:.i. ot lJ."!i!Jis •never negali'tve.. f.&i'a""me"'1tiiS'"ttat'"•- 1 
_ '-J{ttu )~- !(~~21 ~~' . e~Ua!i tt }lo:l~~~g ~~n~!. i~-- ~~-(~l ~.oJ --~·'" ~c. _ ·_:J 
in which case ,ex) = C; but since ¢(~1 ). = ~ 2) ;:: ·O, 
.. , 
--- ----~- - -------
-- -------------~------~----~----- ----------
. points~ However, the methods of this proof are riot in 
'·' 
--- ........ -~··' .. 
~eneral extendable to \less specialized p~oblems o·t the' 
calcu1us of variations. A second proef which can be ex-
,. l'• ~ • 
tended to somewhat more ·general problems· is now given. . 
. .._ ' 
Oon~ider a straight-line segment E34 , of variable 
-f'J~! ~-~ length, which m-oves-··-s-o--tirat its, end ·points de-
-------
- --·----------------------- ----
-. ·scribe simultaneously two curves O and D, and let the 
. 
, equations. of- these curves in parametr~c_ form be · 
0: X =-x,(t), Y = f3(t), -
~D : JC = x4(t)~ ... - y = 14ft). (t8 St :S:tb) 
--- ---- ·-------
le suppose that these functions· are oo~tinuous on_the 
------- -~------
----- given interval,_ and tllat the interval can~oe· subdivided·---~----~---
into a finite number of subintervals on each of which' 
... 
---- •;!: 
-·~r~bt1>.n1S ·tf~vo- ccnt-!:tr.t~U:lli ·di!M v-a·lflWrf W(fu~ tlmt:,· .., .. ' ' · • · ·• - I 
.l!.~ +._y,2 # o.., ...... - ..... •., . ·- . ~ . ..,,,,,. j 
-·-- _ ,- ---·--_,. _ . The \ine E,4 has aa le:r~1fh ~ gtv_en_ ~iP' : · g 
-I 
,_.,. ·;' - -- ;:, 
------ -·-. -·------ -.- --, --- ) -------- i 
-- - -
-- - - -----












,md. using the notation p = ~4 = :, to denote itS alol)e, 
·- .,. ---------------------·--· --------~·-·-.. ··-···-·----·-· . --- ----··-··--------------·-- -··- .. :··· ----·--·--··- .A.. -·--~--- ___ ::.3 ____ -.:_ .... ~------"------------------· ---~~== _ __...._.... __ __,__ 
--· "the differential of the le~th · of. ~34 is 
. (1. 9b.) 




lfow, consider the integr~l I* defined by the. 
formula 
....... ·~~ ::f flJ=;_± + p p~y .• 
' 
this integral will be well defined along an.arbitrary 
curve c, whe~ p_ is a function of x and y, if the ;--inte-
..... 
gral is calculated· by first- suba-tituting for x, y, ·ax, 
and dy their values in terms or t and dt as obtained 
trom the para.Jlletric equations of the curve c. 
- - , ______ --· ------------ --- _. -
. ' 
Now 9 ~et._ t 3 ang. ~5 be two parametric values 
which define pointe 3 ~d 5 on curve C, and which simul-
• l n fi " d 6 ·i 1 lil van~o11~-~f .. ~-~- 4I~~ t't?,e .P~/·~·::?l~J3_ 1- ~-~~- - .reap~ot.,.ve--/Y.., 9!! the -, .. ~· . , ... ,.I! 
.,.,_ .... ·- - --~-, 
I · ._ curve '.O. Integrating {1.90) with respect to t trom t:, ! .; '?'"if ;;'S';:-•• ,,"-., ;" •. :J_·_ ... _ . ;·,.'i,.",• :..~~ :.: .. ~ .~: .. J. ;;;....~y .-y.,:.· • ' -~h t -,...lf!J:,.' f. • ;Ji.~.,.... ~, . ....._,~., .. t' ·.•• J. • t~h-> • ~ •-.~ C ; .,_,. -!flt .. 1 •• ~~ i _ . · . it/: . 'to 1ic; a.nows -v a une a.i .... erence o. ne eng a l \E;4 J "" - ____ , m 
- - ., ~-- • - --- - • - -• • • < .... - • .. .. - • • • • • ., ••••• , ·- ~ ... 
-, 
'~- 56 _ y . .. .. . . .. .. ... . _ _ _ ._:_ _ . ·-- - : 




·-- - --· . 
~: 
_\ -
- ·- --- ------ ---·--- :;,i'. 
.-,·--·'-.'.:'-".·:'l~_::i. 
::. . '• 
t,,.-, 
.·.,. ... ,.~ 




- ··,12···> __ .. ' ' 
~~,(_ .f!!' 
. . 
We now in trociuce · th~ nO'tion .of a fie-l<l-• ----- Fe>r 




._the xy-plane which can be covered with a one-parameter. 
--
------ -
- --· . . __ . 
-
--------··-----
family of' straight-line <•> segme~ts e~h-of which inter-
sects the ·fixed curve D exactly Q!l.~~, and which has the 
additional property that one and only one -o~-- these seg-
m~nts. passes throug)l e~ch point (x,7) of the t'i,ld ,~--
At every point of F, the st~aight line of the 
field through that point has a slope p(x~y),·which •~e~· ~~~ 
call the alope-functi.on of the .fieldo The integra-I; I* 
defined above has a -definite valu~-along any --arc -----:a:~....._ ____ _ 
the tield J having equations et the form 
x = x(t),_ 1 = y(t). 
, 







of l* by the slope tunctio~ p(x,ylt. also has a defi?lite· 
0 




The inte,gral I* has twQ intere-ating properties~ 
. 
. i '~-· 





--·-------~---·,. -·-· -·····. -




t!l !Jhese -straight-line segments a:re f'or thi~ ~P@~~l· c~ae the s0:CaJJeci° 
-- edremala,--defined f9r the gene-ral problem- of ~_pl;e~-.2- on PagE! ~- -
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wher, every term -of -the -right· member of. the -eq-uat-ion---1~--------~--;-
~ •. ' . . '1- "1 •. ' 
-~!:~~:r:mi~ed b:, the two points 3 _· and:· 5 ;· th.at i_s, I* ( c35 ) 
·' 
· is independ_ent of the particular curve in F that is ·i)110-
een. / 
along each segment of any one .of the straight lines ·of 
the field F, ·the va~ue _of. I* ia equal to the length ot 
. . 
the segment • This is _clear since -ac:i-.lil;101.t.1n~git------.SG\iili----U.L-----""'ua...1=t.a...._____:_ __ ~_____: 
lt~es the ~ifi'ereiitials dx and d.y satisfy the equat~oil· 
dy = p dx, so that the integrand of I* reduces to aim-
. ply J:1 + p2 dx, which is the integr1:1nd of the length 
·-·- -· 
Bow, -in· order . to conclude . our seco~d proof tlla,1; 
·--' 
·-) . 
a straight-line · s~gment ~oining a pair of points l and 2 
is shorter than every other arc Joining them, coneide~ 
I'! '!-::~-:;-:·--~ ----~ . .a~ ~lo,.~ ~'4 ~,A . .,., t ""_..;WI;"'!!. ., a-n ,, a.-A , ,a.&. 
"'12. !"'~ .g,..,. ~.&.'v .;...: v.w...., . .... '.f..J.;::;.~···.:-. ·c,;._-...,-'~0_- •.:z·-,--:~-~;f.:'1 - ~~u --~~Tt 
. ' . -
I. • ~ 
.. 
• • .... ... • • -<t ' 









. ·, .c · __ ... 
., 
' I 
. I • . • • 
.. . ") 
,, ... r~· 
--~-----'--------'--~~~-----'-------'----'--_c__---'-----'-------'---
. __ --·----~-----------'----··.c-.,·• -~---·· mbus .. _.we have .. __ ~~- ·-· ... · - . --- .... ,_ __ - -~- .. 
·(·· ·1 · -1~·-·' · 
. ·.. ·'· :• .,,_ J . . I. (·E· 7· · ·)· ~--· 1•·*···(:E ·. · · ·.)• =· _--_-. .,. (·E·. -··, .. ·. ·· _:)· . - . :I ·_(· . -o".. ·)·· .: · . . . 2 - . · - . ··2· .a... . . l'l,2· . ,_ . . . ·. - ,2· • . . . -1 ·. . . . i . ·;l. ",- ''.· -.. * • ... ,·-:;.,; ' ,- :,_- . --cc:fl'·· '-,c-"J,;- .. ,- .. . . . 
.. 
·' 
.. n ..... 
-- - -- ----- --
--~- - -- --- --- -~ --- - -- - - - -----
-----··-----
% . 
- .... ------- --
-- ---- --~ ----
If we . now call ·e ·tne- ~gle between· ~he ~~e~t -t9 ll--~@« · 
-
-~he tangent-· ~:~r-1, we · JDiGa-vy===:w•r;..ir-. :tF.=er=-=. ==~····=--=-···-=·-=--=-=-===================:::::::::::======·iE·,,, ..  







da 7 vx•~ + 7 12 dt, then ,,. _ 'ii · and sine~ 
(1.1,> I!~~ J4Ji + ±~~;1 = Jc<>s e d11 , 
- -- - --- - . ---- .- -~---· -·--~ .- ____ "" ___ ----. 
80 
.... 
,• · ..... that (l.ll) may be extended-to 
- ; 
(1.14) I(E12> = J:2 CQS 8 ds. 
l . -
!nhe 41fterence between the values of ·I along C-12·~4 
' E12 is therefore 
(1.15) I(c12) - I(Ei~)·=J:2 (l - cose) ds ~ o 
where equality holds o:Qiy if cos e = l at, every po·int 
ot.ci.2; that is, on~J ~t 'o12 c,o~ncid.es with E12 ident~ 
1-
. . 
oally~ · · . · . · - .. -:Ii 
-~·- -~ ......... ~ " ......... -......... ~ ...... ..,~.,,~~~ ....... - .... u '-·, ......... " ;4(.-.i_...~-~'IJ'•·,.... ................. ,, .. ~'*.,..,,!f· ~--...- ....................... -• -., . ., ... ,•.·---
Wt h.av, ~bµ~ · <lQTI2±1!4~4 t\t ~u=,co11g; proof of th~' · ·· ... ,,. -~ · · ·· · I 
-
. ----
. ., · "'" fa'ct'titat ~ et~l~ tf'ne~2-~::t6 illde1l'6. &~tt&r""tilltn IJiil!''-'it •· I 
any other arc joining the_ poiI1ts 1 and 2. This seconll · __ - i 
-pl"!oot is itself ma-l!e general, · since the- class of arc~----- ----·_------/------ -m 
. -
---- -- - -- --
- - - -- -~---------
-----··------ ---~~~ 
: .. l 
·- - -- -- -·- --·-·-. 
-. .• - ', 
- -· ....... _ : ________ ._.- --- --·· .-.-- 1- .'-'---______ . -_ --- --- : 
·----· -··--
··--- - .. -····.-··.·,:-·>·."- ____ :1 
--------------












.·However,.: ~ .. the, methog.s and results 
-, 
. ~ 
ot even the. second.:-_- proof are"still quite specialized, 
so we proceed direct1y to the general probl~m · of th~· ·_:_· ___ ··-.·· 
·calculus of variations. 
·--··---- --· .--- -· -- -·-----~=====...c. 
) ... 
.f 
" " , 
----------- l-:-.... 
j 
-,·-·-··-·---·-·: __ -__ - ·. - ------·--· 
-~--= -- -·-·•·" -~- _• • :---,-. ,- C 
.....,...,,. 
-
--------- .. , .. 
··" 
1r··• MAJ iJ, 
-- ~--- --- ---- ---~---~-------·------·----·---- - .- ... --
-----------·--· ----
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,. 4... . 
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. .... \~ .::·'·,. :_; . . . . . 
- --- - --- . -- i-
::~<:·'. 
·-;:;:;-· -,:.;·· ·------:'·'' . ------ -- -·· \~tt· 
_- ' - "7: "r°,-Ni-. --'\ ·- ---- rr -·· -:.·· ' 
-16~ · 
CWTER 2· 
!HE "GENERAL PROBLEM OF THE CALCULUS- OF -VARI.A:TIOIS.-· 
' ' .: ... 
M~y of the problems with which the c~lculus of 
- . ---
· -···-·--
variations is concerned invol:ve min;~izing integrals 
which are __ special cases of t1-e ·more -general integral 
(2.1) 
.I =f :2 f(x,7,7 1 ) dx 
' l . ' -
where tor etach particular problem ·the integrand func-
tion f(x,y,y') of (2.1) is known. Hence, it is desir-




arcs tor this more general integral. 
In order to define a cla~~--~t ag.mi@sible __ arcs 
tor the general case above, let us ~ssume that there 
is a region R of eets of values (x,y,y') in which the 
tuncti~ f(x-,y,yi) is continue-us and -has- continuous 
-~ derivatives at ·1eaat up to and including the fourth 
- ' 









region R will be called "admissible sets". An arc of 
the form 
... ~ --· . .,u . . rr 
will be C&lleci an 11 adiiiss10:Le· .. arc~"'i:t it is continuous· -
'" 









f .; .. , ' 
~ ••• C" ...... 
.. - .... 
. .,. 




' ' - . ~, . ·: ·' .. -· .~' 
-···- ·'· 




·_ 1 =. ·r(x) the ·1nte~a.l · fzro~. Xl. to X2 ·can-· always be div10.~ 
eel into a . t'ini te -number Qt subinterval~ .on each of which. 
7(x) is continu.ous and -has a continuous ... der-ivative. 
- ·- . -- . --· - - - - ----- --- - - ~ ·-. -
· --~:~-=-~~~---- -----,- -·ih-e-r-e· are in .a.11 four con.di tione which will now 
-be pro~ed to be ne.cessary f~r-an arc ·to. min1m1ze\"2.I) ; 
they will be numbered witp Roman numerals in the develop-
ment thJt follows. 
Le'!; us now suppose as_.\· in the. pr .. evioua chapter 
that a particular arc E12 w\'f!)i equation in the form (2.2) 
actually furnishes a,minimurrl for (2._l). Let Ji(x) be· Jn 
--- ----~-- -·-
admi ~ s i bl e function satisfying ~(x1 ) = ~(x2 ) = o. Then 
the family ~· 
(2.3) y ~ y(x) + a 11(x), 
where a is ~ parameter, contai_ns ~1_2 "pr &nJ' 'Q.(lt) by set-. 
-ting a = 0-. The integr~l (2.1) now is 
(2.ft) . I(a) = J:2 ;(x,y + &'fl,1' + a,z•) clx 
. l . - . . ·----~--· -·--~----------~-----' 
where the particular value I(O) muat be. a minimum, thus 
,..._._~ .., ..... , •,;,. 
.., .. _1ft _ ... ,,,.., !* .. L---· .~ .,'J 
~tviP,._5 the requirement that I'(O) ~ o. -' r. .,,. 
Actual _dif.(erentia.tion yields· , 
.. 
' 
' -(:a. .c} r.. ;J ft(oJ-=f-:~~11i_+.·t1 ,iz!l·ax . ___ . 
------~---------- ---
________________ ....._______________________ ---------~-~-··-··-----~-- ---·-·-
. 
--- --·· -· 
-----------· ~--- ' 
---------· -
--- -- . 
- - - -- . --- •-





.. -----~ - -
- - -·· ---- --·- ·-
----~·-··-· 
- - -- ---~- -..... 
'"i" 
.,, 
,_, __ " 
1·- •. 
·;:, ··1-.- ···-·· • 
________________________ ---- ------~--- ~--..;.1-e--.----
·~---------~-·---- --- -------~ -------·- --~---- ---- / 
" . 
,, ' , 
-- ·where f and f_ , denote the part~al derivatives of 
. . 1. 1 . 
f(:x,y,y•) with respect to y and y• respectively. 
· . Integrating· by parts the f_irat member of the 
in~egrand of (2.5) gi-ves 
· . J:; t1irdx·=J: f 7dx x2 -J:2·fu,J: t 7]ax 
-- - l _l -c_-1=-~ 1 
I •· 
or since, (x1 ) = 1l,(~2 ) ~ o, equation (2.5) ·may be written 
(2.6) 
T.he integral on ~he right side must vanish for every ad-
missible functio-n l\ which satisfies· the end condi_tions, 
so we may now apply the funtramentar-i·eaa of the first 
-
chapter; that is, the bracketed part of the integrand ot 
'. 
( 2. 6) is constant. This leads directly to the·· first nec-
essary condition. 
I For every minimizi~g arc E12 -thePe exists a con-
stant c such that 
(2.7) f,., 1 =J· X f dx + C 
,# xl Y . . 
ho,.o.e identi.cal6if on....J-. -...~ - -, ... • 
,..._.. __ .,._ ... .{.-~...._ ... •• ~,_ ..._._._ - . - .&. ~ . 4. L ... , J. 
, · Furthermore: on .each ~n)l>-arg of 112 9!! wnicn the tan-
. ·,r·. 
t -· ·-
(2.8)' d rx r1 , - r1 = o. 
{-- .. '-···· -···- .. - .-.·---- ........ ~---- - - ....... - ... ··- -· 
. . 
·n· 




- ~----,---- ---- -- -----~·---.. ~- -
- - ·--·--- --·· ·-, ··-· - ·---- --~-
... 
·, . ' : ,- · .... , })/ 
.:. ' .:. . :. __ -~.- - .-
..... _.,._ 
., 
- . -·---·' 
--~ . . ~ - j.. • 
---~---- ·-·-:--1• \------~--. : 
. 
This last equation is obtaine·d direc~ly from (2.7) by 
. . 
. . -
· differentiation and .is ·the. familiar Eul:er • a· differen--
_:_ tial ·equation. 
\ 
- . 
The solutions· of equation (2.7Jare usually-called 
------L• ----••--··•--•-••-•--•••-•••--- -••••-·· ·• •• • • ..... •• ---• 
. . 
---- --------- ------·----·---· --'I<------ -·----------------------·-·· ----··-
. . 
. extremals because they are ~he only curies wliic~- cmi gJv•-
th-e integral 1-~- extreme valuf;!. However, -we sh-all de--- -~-~.--~~------·· 
/ 
tine. an ~xtremal. as a ··solutfon ot Euler'.s. equation which 
has a continuously turning tan.gent ( that is, is continu-
ously diffe:r~ntiable) and which has a continuous second 
derivative y"(.x). 
Now let 3 be ~Y ~rbitrary point on the.minimis~ 
,. 
ing arc E12 8.l't~_1 let 4 be another poi-nt- ·of this are near 
---··-----·--···-' 
enough to 3 that the portion of the arc- between them is 
., 
continuously differentiable; that is, choose the point 4 
> 
so near to :, that there:. is no corner between them. 
Through the pet;nt , pass an ar.bit;---a-r.y curve O with equa-
-- -- - ----
t 1 on giv:en by y = Y(x). The ·fixe4 point 4 o~ now ba 
----·-·····-·-- . 
. 
joined to a moveable _p.oint· ·5 on the cu~e .. C (see Figure 
,, 
1) by a 011e-pa;rameter family of arcs 154 containing the 
arc E34 as one of 1 ts _mem9ers. 
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(2, 9) 7 • y.(x) + Y(;! : ;{a) (Jr:4 c~ X) ~ 7('1:ta~ - . . ·:- ·,'' 
··- . . _-lfhere ~he~.parameter a is simply x .. ·_._ · - , ____ ----- _:_____ - ------------------. ------:- -.:t~i 
- - ~-- _·_ ---~- ·--~,:- -- - - -------~.:.:-=-=·-::-:·::..-:-··--- - -- ···-- . ·- . --5~ -~~-·--c-·-. ~-- -- -~-- ~- --· ·--·-·: ·--· .. ~~-~ --:----~:=·:. -.. -.. -~li1f 
. , It will be recalled tp.at by hypothesis the .a.re . - - . ll! 
. , _______ ,_,_,__~·· .~---·-----·-· ----- . . - -·-- -· ·----- ·-~-~
---=·---·~-----'"'.---~·---~----.----s...--•-~ -·- -~--~--~···---·~-- ------~--.;.....--.c.~-·:··-·..,_..__,,.,_--=·---·--'-""·'----'"~-··-....... ,..,._~.---·---·- ,,~-----------·'-'._, . .,_.._,_ .. ~-----'·---~=··~....;- . - ~ ----~- ${~ 
E12makes the integral I(E12) given by (2.1) a minimumo fll i···.;. 
Therefore, as the point 5 mov~s· along C away from the 
point 3, the integral ~ - - ---- -~ ----
= f !: 1f(x~YiI~-)dx + 
- ------ ·---··----·-
-----··--· 
the point 5 is at 3, ~~~furthermore at the p~int 3, the 
I • ·• 
,' . ~ . -- ,, 
differe:ptial of {2.10} with respect ·to x must not be 5 · .. 
negative~ 
In orde~ to express this result more neatly, con-
aid·er now a· one-parameter family of · extremal arcs 
(2.11) ., = 1(:x,b) 
. aatisfyi.ng the ~er differentia,l eqlUJ,,"~o~ of tlie to:i-m 
"" 
-,~e~~ ·~he. -p~:rtiai derivative symbol must ·-be· uri-"·si-UCe . - ..... . .... ' 
7 is here.· a funct~on of two variables-. Regarding x3 9 x4-, --·- ·---.--
. "". "•----·-···-------------------- ,.,_ ------·. --~---·
--·--------~---~----~- - ., 
\ azi.d b all as variables, _the··-vaiue--of--~the·-'11.1:tegrai ·1 -~io:pg , --_ ----~- -- ----
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~~:: ~ ~ --~- -- - - : -: ---~~ : ---- :_ --- - :----~ =-=-----:._ - . · ~~-~It 
···-- :···-.· .. , -- '-·· .~- ,,·.·-·· -- .. --· ~ '~~·-':: .-.1---. -----···-·- -·-·'···. ---·--"··-- . ., -···-·· -- . -·-·--:-- . -.. ---.---·-...~--:-·· ··-~:j 
... ~ .. 
r.r=II" . lb> .. 1 · -~·-·:T~~rf~;~:--~:::_ _______ :.··,.--·-... ___ ... ____ .. _-------~-~~-~---------------_-_--~ ~---_-_-_ -_------------------:----:---:---~ 
' r [ ·1 
[:. \ '";" -~~- ,- ' _,-, --
[' 
V 
I· f .. · 
f--- .... ····<-.. 
f. 4 •• 
. ,· :,.·, 
--
-~ · .... :_· .. :: . 
. . ) . 
-~:cc·,_::c.c::-~:-__ --------------------~-----· _ _::__ --~--- · __ · •. _ . · _, ,_· _· ___ --~~1.;. 
"~-_arc· is of the form .. , 
• j •• ••••• ___ ._ 
(?.13) l(x3,x4, b) =J:: t(~,,t~x,;), -y,,ci.~>)i~~ · 
. . 
-Ato-ng -an ext-remal, --us-i;:Jig· -- ·(2 ~ 1-2-)-,---w~~b:ave·· --·- · · ··--· ·-····--------- -
I --,:--·.-•···· •• ·.. • .... -··- ·-·--·--··.•_ ......... ~--·-·-----·.....--..-----·.•. ; ___ ,_.,,. ,_··--. • •••• - ··- ______ ..,._,,l_.'l;") 
--- ________ o:______________________ . i;rllii 





--wh-er.e:· ·the· argWJ1et;1.ts _,ot· _t 811~ i_~@_ -~e~;v11tives are under-· · · 
-stood_ to be the· values y~·- y' belonging ·to the family of 
(2.11). ·Now, suppose t!le~va.r-iables x3, x4, and b .. al:'1t- -~-~ _--- ___ _ 
- -- - - - --·--·----- ------- -- - - - - - ------ - ·--- - - --.. --.. ----- --- . . 
function1::1 x,Ct), x40J, 1>(1;} J:>eEJ,pe,:tiveir of a v11ria\)le 
. 
t, ·so that the end-points 3 and_ 4" of the extremals (2.11-) 
desc·ribe simu1tarieousl.y two .curves· 9 ~4 D (see Jigq:r, g) 
• • ' • • • --- -- --- ·--- - • •••• 11 
---~ 
wh.Qse .equations . are. 
.... 
) 
- - . 
~ .... . - :. .. . . 
. ....... 
·" 
-- --- -- - . - ;, ------ ---------- --
m-.e 4~,,~,.,:p.tis.J., •lo~ these cm,,ve@ c @Def :g -r• -,9~1 'if· 
-·- ···--------·--..... ·-- - ·--- ---- ·--
- . ,. 
.J . ' 
~-~ •... ,.J a.~ 
· .. .i 
·-·-····----"·--------------·----· ------ --"--
. - ~} 
- . - -· ·- - --- ··-•- --- -- -- -- . -· -·-· ----- .. ·- .. -· -·- .. --· - ------~--- ---- -- -- ]if;; 
---------···--·-···-- . _,. ----- ·- --·-- ···--- --- ~:-··----·-·-:_---:~---__ --_-----~-:-:---·--:=:~: ---- -=~ ---~~---·-------;-·---;---~--:-;_~----- ---- --· ---· · __ -__ ----. ----~£:& 
------ ------------ ·-----·-::-:::-·--_-_-_···---T . ·-----------------------..----:---~~--~--~---:----------~---_ -~---:-:-:-:::-. .: _____ ----:::- ..... --:-===::.___ .. - _____ ·- _- .. -----~-',_:: ___~_-_;: 
.:. ---' __ ._'. __ ·. ~ .. ---·- :__ . .'.-.. ~..:_ ____ :· .. : _______ ·:_· . ~-·--· ·-----~-'-------- ··-·--'-·-..:.·---,·--'-.;· .. -~·,·,~·. -... ,. -· .. : -~·-:.. ... ,-'.-------~:~- ..•... .::. __ .. -- ._. _ _: __ ····--·· ----. . .-::.: : ______ ·.- _:::_... 
... - --
rcr····· ., .. wor·q,~iw·1~~·r~:,:::t.', -~-~·:-~ese • .. 11111,111111111111111-.i11111--....... -.-•. -.~ .. ............. ~1111a-.............. --, ............ ~ ..... ~ .... ~ ..... ~ ........ ~--· --.-~.Qfi(;&:: -
!: /:-:q-~--- -~---c~~-'---'---~'---,--'---,-'---c-. ···- .. . ::· : : ... · ___ .. :~ . _ .... _____ ... _· ·-... ' .. :)::~-
t .: . ·:;,:---~:-'._J:; . -~~ -.0 -·- - - -~ - .. ~ .: ·• ~:..·•,: 
··-·-.----
t----
.. -- ·- - -- ···-----~-. ·--'--~. ''· -·· . ---.. -· .. ---------------
-· - . -----·---· ·-- .... -_·· --
r 
-.t~~oh~ng -·st,aital>le $JJlu~or1pts-~, or 4 · t~ x. ~ a.nd dy i~ 




--- ------- ··------ .>---~---·- ---------------·---------·-------+----!. ------ ----·------·--- - - -- - ----·---··------- .... ----
From (2.15) we compute the· ditte:r,ntial 
· .···-. ----- .. ar . .. ·· a1 _ (2.18) d~ • a-i_dx, 1+ ai dx4 + 
· · 3 · .. 4 
4 
f dx + t1 ,ybdb ;• 
* db "' 
With- the help ot equations ( 2 .17), ·-this 111a7 be written 
. .. 
(2.19) dI(E34 ) = :t(x,y ,p) + (dy - p dx).:t1 , (x,y,p) 1: • 
,.. . 
..• ~ - . J·. 
---· . 
fhtEJ ~9.Y.~tion ~Qlg.~ ~~ f#Vf}J!Y p~~i ~~o~ where ~}4 ~~- ~ ,~... .,, 
tr.emal, and at every positidn where it .satisfies (2.S)o 
• _._#....,~ ... _. ,.;,,j; ~ ~ II ..... -·:JII .. ,)& .. 
~n (?~19) the differ~:nti&lt1 q:x_ @4 dy a.r.e those qf the 
value~ of pare the slope of· E34 at these two. points. 
~ , 
! • .,.,, ...... 
lf()w, ·let I** be de~ined l>y 
- . --·--·-----·-.,..........------·--
. . t?,· 
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- .. -------,---- ----- --- ----- ----··-------------:-- ::--:-?"-_-:-- - - -- ---·- - ~--····-- . ------
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·-.-· --,-~_: _____ :_· __ . -· -· - -
. -· __ ;....__....;,,_ 
. . •... -.;.,···-·-·-·· ~- .· 
- - - - --------· -~----
- -·. ·- ------- -- - ~----- - -
. . 
. . . . . . . 
---
.. -· - - ··---· ·- -- -···· ··-· . 
'.\ ·· .. · .···. 
...... - . 
... 
. ----- --- -· 
(?'929} . i*• = J~ct,y~p)dx + (~y .. p. ~lty, (x,7 -~] 
. . . 
-~~~ce _ the ~~riable arc . E34 is assumed to be an extr.em~~ 
~}le:r,._t_o:r i,4 'and_J.:56 0£ li'l!~El · 2 ·we ~e · .. ~--:-: ---_--_ _ ... 
. -
--- .• ---•-•L ·=---~----·, -~~----··· C ---·· .,• ••• , -·· - •• • ·-····•-•· _. ••• -•- -··•·=--·.c·oe·-. ----
r' 
Yle.again:intro~uce the notion ot a field J', •• 
in Chapter 1, ex~ept that here we are not limited,. to 
.straight lines as extremalso That is, we define a re-
gion F of the plane to be a field if it has associated 
wi-th it a- · -one"*:':paramet-er family of -extremai-s-,-·-each _ inte·:r~ · - -----
" . . 
secting a fixed curve Din exactly one point, and such 
• I ' 
that through each po3.:nt (x,7)- of the field F there passes 
one and only one extre~al of _ the family. We again d:e~ 
fine the slope-function of the fiel~ as the slope p(x,y) 
---
of the extremal a.f---each poil!-t (x 9y) of the field. 
. --
Su bsti tuti~g this slope ftinction· for p in If~, . 
. 
anC,. denoting the·resulting integral by I**' it is cl~@r 
---- ---~·-- --- - -- - ---=-- . ... I. . 
L .. 
tbat. _ the integrand of -I** depends only_ 011 x, y, ax, an.d 
dy. Hence, I.** ( 035 ~ depends only on<, the poin~s 3 and· ·;, 
.... 
····~~"' - . cw.,.U 
and 
±tf·.tfide pe'i1.li~~t oi· t'h~ ~a:rc_ c35 r· rt.rtreti --~1w l)u*Lut·s -:; __ ~:_ ____ _ 
5 determine the three values I(E ), I(E ) and 
·-·;·' .-,:·- • . -<>;-,.,·• :*'· • , ; ..•.. ,.. ,, -,,•<" ··- , •'" f;i.~·--a·s··• 34.-- , .,,, . ._,,.,,._:,,-/•.J ' ' • • .... ,· 
ed ~f Iil:*o Further, along an extremal a~c of ·the field 
-
.... ·.,,. 
------ -----··------- --· ~--·-------···--·-_a ___________ ~-------~-- ·i I 
- -- ---·-=-~:--=-~-=-~: ___ :..:.=:--=-----·---- --··-------··-- _.------- -·. --·------------·------ -----..---------·------- -·- - --------··---·.co-.. -_-_---=--;;-~:::--=-··-:--:-..:;~f.:-=-=-:-=-.::-_:--~------------·-.. ---::::-=--- - ~-~~=:__ -=~~ - -.:_ -=:-=--=~-=:.-::::_-=-::=I 
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.-·····:···-'-l··'-·-·-·.:..-,,i_c. • •· 
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, ". t~ 
\·/:·:.-;&·, 
: to..- .. ~.:: .. · • "~- ~~ 
·-:--·-·-•·•------------ --·:-•••---••• -•- -··----• • -=----••':-·-------·-••·•••• 0 ------·---• •- ---•• ---• •------------,·-·-••••-•••'•-------- • • -- • ,·-----·------•••-•• --·----· •• • •• C ,~,,;·,.r•~t' -- ' '' ' '' ' . ' ., - - ,.. ' >tt 
• 0 i. ·;:;-;J. 
----- ~~ch extremal we. have dy = .. p dx, which red11Qet1 the'''int·e-- fJ;l; 
. grand of .1*.;. to f(x,lf,p) d~. ~ · . !I 
·- ------- -~- --- ---- - --~-ow return:tng ~· tb-- -e-qu~~~o~ · -_(-Z;J;QJ-_.:_~:WJ.?.~J.--~~ l~e '-~-- _ _ _____ _ _ . _______ .-- __ _ __ · -~~!J; 1.: 
' -· . -·. - ----·--· -. - -··- . -. -.. --- ----: . - - . =m 
-: --· : --_-- -- ~"'Jtpr•~l-~~--t1:1e---arc--=--D46-~-o~-=-(--~.~i~},~ -i:~~.~~~e_ -f-i2:eci·~~pofnt.,·-4-, 
\ 
.that equation ~ith respect to x5 ie.f.(~5 ,Y 9 ~ 1 )o -, Thus . 
. .. -- .. 
when 5 is at ;, the differentia1 __ o! 1(035 ·+ E54 ) is the 
value at 3 of the, q,uanti ty 
I •· 
f(x Y Y' )dx - t(x ,,. ,,, )dx -,_ ___ , ' ' ' ., ' ., 
---·-- --· ----- --·--·- ---------- --~-- ~-
_where. dy .and dx be1ong ·to c, and aatisf7 dy !I!. Y'dx~ 
the point J ,- s-ince the ordinat.es of'" c and E---ar.e- ·equal., 
w.@ may write equation (2.22} in th-e- form-~-· 
. 
The-funCJtio1r(2~23-) · is called the Weierstrass. 
. ', ' ~ 
: . " 
E-!unct1on and is usually denoted by E(x,y,y' ,Y'). 
- .::······:· .. ~- .... ·-·~· 
J 
·" 
R~calling now the earlier res~l.. t · on pag·e _ 20 th~t. -
·--
-~~e_.--- g._~.ff~~ential of- I( C ... "Jt.5 __ + 'Efr:. ___ 4·-.'") ""musf'not. be negat1ve_ ;_ .... "-~ ~ .,~ -~ ·!"'!'~-#j ..:I ·~ -~ ~ f 
ff . . .µ.0~"--B.t8/~a--~J1, , sec end :nec..e.as,~ey _·C.Ql.1dj. ti M tb~ S.:Q ~f;,. _ -
. 
r ;;: y(x) ~~iii\+~e · the integriil {2.1): 
- . ' 
--- -- · tlle ·c9nd*tioa--Etxi7,71--,-p-)-~-&--m.ust---1:>e--sati-s-fied- fQr 
·---4 ---
-- ----------------- ---
- - ...... -------·-·-----
-.. -~---•------~··'----·..c--=--=-·c...::_~--- ···-~---- ···-·-·-·~_.__.. . -··- -~ -----··-.·-·-. 
. ' 
-. -·~___.:._-· 




. . . - .. - ·.: ~ . .-. - . 
-• • ·--' _,_ ,,--- •c -·-• •• • • ·-, --•••- ••--,,· .. ___ -·----· • • 
. . . 




'· ---: . ·- ·. ~- . -
.. 25-" · 
·.. i~~ .. - . ------- . ---- . ------·- __ .... ~---------~-·--:- ____ .....:._.._______ ----------··-----------· - --·----:- ~----·-·-·-- ___ ...,... ___ _: ____ ·-----~- ------·· _ _:_ .. _ -.:-··.:..·.-=-=---·------·--- -.: 
•. J .... t ... }Jfti 
. __ ~ . W}ien T~yl~~ •s :f'qrmula . is al)Plied t~ the We~el':_ ~c- f I 
_J1ckas1;1 E--function,·· it may be. wri t:te~Jfn tb.8 f01'111. ··· · -- - ~ .... _ . · ;.f~i 
··. ' ... 
. ________ -___ .___,__,. .. ".,...~=- - =""- ··- ... -----· ......... =-----~ .• ~-~--=· ~----------·-· ........ 31=~{:Jt 
______ C {2 •. 24) _. ]J{x,~,Y'_,Y' )=i(Y•-11 )~f'l'..!7,)x,y,y•+e(Y'-Y' )) .··· 
. ~ ~ 
... -... . . 
where· 0·<8. __ ~~:io· :Wow, let Y' approach . .,,--;-
mediately a-third necessary condition: 
. . . 
III At every element (x,7,y') of a mi¢mizing arc-
E12 the condition 1. 
----·-·-~--------:-----:------------;----------==--------------· ----------------- .. ·-
--- -·_. -~- -......__:''"::.1_ -·. -- -- •• -- ---=------
. . (2.25) • I 
For the fo1.:1,rth necessary condition, we first ob- · 
serve that throu~h a_fixed p~int l 9 °the~~·pasees in gene-
- -- .. 
ra.l a one-p~rameter family of extremals~ If such a f-am-
117 has an envelope G, then the contact point 3 ot an ex-
t-remal arc E12 _ot the family with G will be ~all(!.4 a 
----·--·-
"point 3 · conjugate to 1 on E12° o 
Let E14 imd E13_ be two_ extr_e~ale_ of the ~8-DlilJ' 
through t~e point l t·ouching -an envelope_ q at tbeir e~C,. · 
-·· •.• .a~.! -c ..... ..a « ~ ~ " _._ .... ~'!!!:'- ~..,, ,,t~ ~~ ~ ~~~ •, w - ... ~~- ~t~"'-
-- __ LJ__ 
. . . . . .. 
------ ·- - - ........ -
--- --·-----·---- Ji 4- - . ----~~.:__, ___ -·_:__ ... ~~gure-- ,,I --- ---------·-·-
. . 
. ··-- - --·-·----~---.. -· --------···-·----------~----·-···-------
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.. ····.- :--··· - ..... _ - .. -- . , ·•· ··-·.·c·-~-- -.---~~--·:.:·---'----... -.·_· ...'2~·'.'6-.---._;---'-~-----.'..~--~ . .. :. .-.i~--;~----.~~ ::t 
. .-... 
-.•. -.·.·:·.:-.:,··'.''.:.··:·:'.··· .. ··,:.~.,.'··.·:·.-.· .... _. 
--· - ----·-··· .. 
.. ···'" 
- ---- --~(I ------- . -----·-- __ .,_ __ ----------··-------·------.·-------------·-·:·--·---------- ·---------~'_: __ _._-: ________ ~---·-· - _______ 7. ____________ .................••.. ·--·---··-.-·--·----.. -----· ~ ----~--------------·-··-- - ··-··------ --- :: 
·J\~f 
. . . . -~ 
-. ::::::~:s::o::r:: ::: t;:e:e p::::a:e ~:e t:o l!-'n:: . --- ·-· -. f '.I
-- -b7 the_ -arc G--- ---w~-- --have- -- - - -- -- ... _ . _ _ __ _ _ ___ _ _ ~--~~----·'·- .. -_____________ · . __ . ;~~~ 
--------~_....c4' . . ---- - ·- - Ii 
(2.26) · I(E ) - I(E ·) = I.· (G ).·- · -~--.. ·. -· .. . . .. 
···----·-------·---·----·--- ---- ------ -... -···-----1.3-------_ - ---~4--- --~- -**----~ . -- -- - -- ---------------- :_~-------~-- ·__ . --~ 
furthermore, since each extremal is tangent to G, the 
slope of the envelope G is at each point_; the'· sl,~p~ 
--~ .. ~;. ... )' 
function used to define I** so that I**.(G4,> = I(G43 )o · · 
lfence we have ··that the -values of the int~gral I along 
-~---the arcs B ·· - -I·--·.,_ ··- ·and- Qc· --.- ,must satisft the relation 
"14' 13 • _ 43 . . .. ·. - -
. . 
. I (E-14t -r f-f&4 3 )- = -f(E13-) 
~- . ------·--------·--·-· ~-~·-----------
tor every position of the point .4 preceding poi~t: 3 on 
the envelope Go -"· Thus the value -of I' along the c.,ompoai te 
aro 114 + G·43 + ~,2. !A l!'~gqr~ , ~1;1 ~q~(I! ~~ __ !ts va~~E! 
along E12• 
It is now necessary to look at the posaibil~ty-
ot a43 itself being an extremalo By definition, an ex-
tl!emal ha-s continuous first .. and second deriva.ti.vea so· 
t~~t along any extremal the Eule~ equation _(2C>8) can .be -
· --. ... -.... , dq):P . · . .,~,.-~ .............. ~ ---........ ·• ... qa jsrb .. ,.:. ..,. ·.1.., ___ y: ·n ... ,J .. ,., · 
writta# ~n the·form 
-~ ' . . '-""" -
A property of· a cli~terential eq-q.atiqn of thia 
.. .. -~ .,:_._ 
--P ·--' 
-
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-· 
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-- --- -·---- ~- --- ------ , _______ -_____ -~-~ :: >' . -2?~- ....... ······~·· ··.·· . . -.-~~-! i 
type b th~'fi-~hen··it can be solved for~.Yn there· is one .... ·. ··· · ·II 
and._only 'one solution of 'it -through ~ 'arb,itrarily -- - - -. __________ . __ ,,_;_:.· .• 
____ s1ale:c_ted_ppin~.-,and __ direction __ (x,~!,,Y3)o· Clearly it _ -· ____ ff;] 
can ·b.e solved __ for y" i.t we i-equire t.~at t 7970 be di:t-_ 
···- ·--,·-···· .. -· 
---fere:nt--~rem--- ze-r~..:a~~e-very---po-i:n-t,-of--t-he----ex-t-remai_~_;E12 ~ · · · · · • .,,. ! 
- ' 
' Under these conditions, it.is clear~at if G43 we~e an 
extre~a.l --~ t . v,ould neoess·arily c,o~~cide with -E12 -at .eveey' 
point, as it. wo.uld -also with every other extremal arc -
through th'8 p·oint 1-~ Then, there would be no 011.e.aipara- · 
meter family ·such- -as .. aaa.been .suppoae0do 
--- .c .. -- - - -. . - -_~:ti 
-g 
UtJ•": 
Thus, G43 can not be ·an extremal, eo it can be 
replaced by an arc-0.A- giving I a smaller.valueo Con.-
- ·-------------------------~---------~.----='f,l'!-.,,,,__ _ _:____ ________ ________:_ ______ ~--
' 
-
sequently, in every_ neighb-orhood of E12 there ~s a com-
- -· - -- - - --
.. posi te a~c i 1_4 . + C 43 + E32 giving I a smaller value than 
-. --
E12 which coritr-adicte t:t,.e assumption that 1(~12 ) f~rnish-
ed a minimum; 
This gives the t-ourth necessary condi.tion:-
y. ii 
IV .On a minimizing extremal arc E12 with fy'y' ~ 0 JJ 
eY§rJWb,er13 on. it_ 1 1;:tlere . Q~ l!@ -'no point 3 qonjugate_ . - ...... ...... - .. -· • .... f j 
to l between l and 2. . -· ··· · · D 
-J.ff :• · -"' -.iA,lilWH=,a--- " ·~ ". _Jf lll!f .... .,. .• , @i t · ' .- .... ~~ ~-"JI~ '!ll!!i- f' l,11,IIJI:~ 
o· Ji 
,. · _ _ We have thus e~tabl..ished four necessary ccnd;~ _ . fl 
~~ ·.,.J4 .. ..,,.. ~~ --·· ·' ... ~.-- . . ... ,,...::, .. •,, _,__ ~ '- :· . -~ t 'Xt,~.r.:... • -- . ~"""'-.··1;::~ 
t49~,t1 tor the 
1
tnt~gr~l (2t!.) to ~~ a m!~im1c1.m. With ;~:i,'.~ - _ _ ... · · ··· I 
ti,vely moderate ~hanges, they can be __ ~a!3-~ -~ye~ __ i~-~~ con~ 
---- -·----- -- -- - - ---·--·--- - - - ~. --------- -- - --:-- --- ..---- - - ----
" 
-- . 
_________ di tion1:1 which· are al$o sqfficient to ineure fJl ex~_~eme 
- . 
-· --------~---·--- ·- ---- ------- -- - ·----- -···- ------ ·-···----- ---- -
-- -~- ----- - ---- ----- ~- --------------~- -~ 
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T!ll;lle for th~.ntegral• ·. Bef~re investigating these . ~i~ 
ch~ges in detal, we· f-irst oo·nsider- a fundame;ita::L ~~t.i- ~'.:'~;~ 
:~.;, ;· }l~:~ 
ficiency theorem which for some problems o? the calc11-
· lus of variations is all. that is- needed 
· ·· · ---Enit~ie-i-en--t- --e-&nd-i-t4-oni:;~- ·:·:--~~-- · -_ 
In order to establish this theorem it is neces-
sary to be more .ex.plicit 'in stating the proper·ties of 
the family of extre~al" arcs of the ,tield F defined ear-
, 
-- - - . " ·-·---/-··. lier in this -chapter •. ·:tt is suppo~ed that the_ fami.ly 
rhas the- form 






whe-ie the ~unoti-ons- y(x ,-a), y' (x.,a) and their ··p~~t_!Jl __ _ 
de~ivatives up to and including those of the second or~ 
der -~a wel-1 as the functions x1 (a) and x2(a) defining,-. 
.. 
the end-poiJJ.ts of · the extremals are all continuous. It 
~ 
is fu.rt:Q.er s~ppos~d that the point of the. curve D {see 
.. 
Jigur~-. 4) on each ·.~.xtremal _is de.tined by a function x = 
Jl( a) W~iQ~ Wt tb.. its. first deri Va ti Vet is CQ~°tinuo_us __ _on_ .. 
•• ·,,.,. " ·• H---t_,y,; v .-... r ·'-Tf.t:· ..... 
-~ .. ~..-::_ .. 
ll 
--··-·----·~·----·------------· .. ---~--~--------- ·_ -- . - . ~~· 4 
---'--·--· 
. '" -~ 
"(:."-· -·------ . ____ ,_ -- ·---•..:· . -----~-~---·-·· 
·--------~------:-----'--
' I . 
------- -
-------==-------~-~-----------·--· .-----:c==:-:z~f·\~M-
-·~·11· . . - --- ·-
. . 
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. ···-···-··- -· --- ·-· 
.. -·---- ------- ··---·-- -~ -- .-- - . - -
. --------- -----·--- ----
- . ·- ------- - ------------- -- ----
r • •' •• 
------. ·-----·- ·--. ---.----- ._ 
.. 29-· 
..., 
the in-terval from. a1 to a2 and· ~lso i·t is supposed :that 
- . 
; 
the part}al d~ri vati ve _ y 8 is· everywhere· diffe_rent from· 
·-· -
zero on the extremal arcs. We are further.assuming 
···-·····-···· ----~-thU:-:to-~eaeh---po-int~.---~1--c-in---F,·th~re····co~re:sp~nds--a:··vai.ue_ -,- .. · __ ---:-·-:--~-:~~~---~=-~:·irl 
·="~,a(.x;.7~>=~-•h~c1L-ltefi-irell.=the_·JmixtuJ:L.e._:x:y~pial- ~~-. ~-1.!~ -_fi-e-lcl-----~~----·-- ·· · · ·· : .-. ··- . ·· -·¥JI! 
-------- - · · ·· · · " . . · · · ··· ·· · ~rt 
~-""-11i'l 
through that point. Since ?1e require that 78 be differ-· .. ff! 
' 
\·::, •. ? 
ent from zero, it can be proven that a(x 9y)·and its 
" .... :.... . ~, 
fi~st partial derivatives -a~e c.ontinuous in·-ll, whieh -is 
• '" I\ •, 
also true of 'the slope-function p(x,y) = y•(x,a(x,y)) of 
the field F. ---------~---- - - - -... ····-· -·--·-··-·- ----------~~----------·~-
----~-,----.--- . --------------~-:--- -
--- ·- - --··----- -- --
--- --- -~--------·-------~-- --- -~ --
- -- - -· -·-~ 
·where it will be recalled pis the slope-function o{ the 
t~eld P, has a definite value on each admissible •re 012 
in the field, and inpeed this value is the same for all 
) 
' 
such arcs 012 . with the- same· end points... Since it has 
also been shown earlier .tha.t this value is the same as 
n . 
' the value of the original integral (2ol) in tp.e Q§.§e 
. 
~ 
where· t~e .... l2!e-ta l ~d .. ~--~:: ... _:.~~=~-~!nts o~. ~..;.w!~lremal 
arc 112 of ·the field, wa may write (see Figure 4) 
~ 
1 •• • • 
J-~ ~· _..._ 
. ... -· ... - ::l. -. 
. . ·' 
_(2.31), I_(Oi2 )~I(E12 ,> a I(a12)~I**(E12 ) ~ I{~2 l~Ij*(Q1e.l~ 
. ' ,. -
.. _______ s11:~,~ituting the values of the integrals I and I**' · we 
- -~ --·---·--- --------------~--~--------------.... -./.-------------~--~------·---
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(2. ;2) .· I(C12l .;. 1<;12}. =J:~ Ecx,y,p(x,y) ,-r' )dx . '· ill 
where t~~-~nteirand f'unctiQn is the Weierstrass E•func-. _, .-· ifl 
· _ _ :tiJ>.n o.f~eguati_oxL.c 2_.,23J • _ 'ib4cs gives t~e aeSil"e<l _th.ePre111r ~- -:,=·==~---~ ll 
--~-~~~----~---=FlJNDMJIEN~AL---SUF:.RI-CI-ENC~--~~HEOREf,i.:~~~~-1et~~--E12-----be:-"an~-cex~--~,-- ~-~-JfN-£ ~ tremal arc· of a field F ·s-uch that at each point· (x,y) _ · ----~ 
• •. J •• 
of F the i~equali ty· ·-. ·· 
(2-. 33) E(x,y 9p(x,y) 9y'):: 0 




~-. :.1 . ..n.. 12 ._ .. -------~---- .ut:.u. .i. \.;L:i t . 
inequality I(E ) s I(C ) is sati~fied for ·every ad-
D}is~i ble arc , 0
12 
in F joining the points l an.a 2 o -_--_----_------------.. ----------------·--· 
9 
the~ ""tlEi.2I-~--J;_{C-12) .. ~~-e~s 9.12 coincfdes w_~th. :E:12-~.-~----: _______ ._ : ___ _ 
The theorem follows directly from (2o3-2),· since the h7-
pothesie; (?!~-~) .JJl!plies ~~ Q~Q~ t~a~ __ I(E1-2-> :s !(01-2)_0 
If the ·E-functi-on vanishes only when 1--' = -P --then the-
eCJ,uali ti I(E12). = I(c12) oa,.t,l l:lo!d o~;y i;f~-:tb.e ·• eciUatioil ·· 
7' = p(x,y) ia aatiiafied'at every point of 012 in which 
;, 
case, since the differential equation y' = p(x,y) has-
·n '?2;2 !1,iUJ3t .. ~~iJJ.Sttd~._. wJ ~11--Jl2* -~-~·~. .. _ . '!!', .,~ ..... _,., ~-w -~,,-· ~ .......... ~ ~. .... - .. -~, 
.. ___ A __ ii_r[eful e_orbll~:_ry ~a.y ~ow __ he_ p:y;gyeO, .. 'bJ g~:g@i~ -~- - -~-- -~-~- . ~-
• ·: < ,,i- • • . 
- -4e,t-11S-equa-tion- {2o-24) 1-n the form ----------- -- - -- - ------------~---- -----
·-·--·· ----- __ - __ • -~--·~----·----·--------- ---·-·· '+ -- -·-·---·- -·--- ~-~--·----··---· ------ --- ... • ••• -·- - ·--- ----- -- ·- -------------~-----·-----------~---··-----.------~--- ·--·----- .... -----·-- ·. 
(2 .1.4) • • . . 2 ·. . ... ' E( .. ,, p ,ri) = .1(v 9-p) .. f· . . t.,. 1· p+e(v'--"')· )· .. : .. '41 t >-' •. ,, I .... ,- ~ ., • -· · ;y '7. ,~, _., f-; -, ' ,!_ !! / ' ' 
" : ; ' 
. .·.- - --- -
--· .. -c- -- --- -.-----,--.. ,· -----=---. -----. 
... • •~ .... · .· ..•. ··.~----_._·_:.t_l.: .  _·,:_·_~-· .. :;··.•-•-,·;··-_:~:_-__ :_ .C_r_OB_'. -_;_,_; __  ; ·_1 ; -----=·-_-__ .. ~--------·----~---~---~ __ -_ ---~~~~-=--=~--=--·--=-~--~~~~==--=~---- .. -----·-- ·----·---. r----------·------ ____ : ___ ·--·---·-'------- --_·· - -- ' ' . }~ft'; 
-~~~._.:;;,.:-,.~ - -~---·-----~---_----------·-·----- - :-~~--~·-.. cc"~~ •. · ... ·· ... ·.· ... •a tir ,,;,.,.:;.c;~~t=~==:~-1 r ..... ,,a&)A--
'.. . ·, 
. ,·--- L · ... 
-------Ei~'"fflti __ . -:..:~~ ·. ·.. . ... ;~t) 
·. __ :~--. --. -. . . -- - - - . -.---~-------·-- -•- ~- ... ~<, . .-.: t-< 
· .. -
·~ .. :. 
~ . .. . ..;;;· .. 
- -- . ····1? 
If, ... _., __ ._,,;;; 
le ~ ~ · ·. ·;:.,· :~ ~.~ 
. J. 
'.:(·:l;{ ,·-.: .. ·'{~~~ 
l
~i - f\:'{ 
.. , ..... 
C L ,t . . . .. - . . 
·.:: .. <~~: r' . . '.. ·_ ..••• ·_;_:_-_·.· ~_;_'._·.:._~_-_;_-_:_:_:_·_._· 
. ·. -. -Vt} 
. ··· f . . . . .. i2I:! 
........ - -,1~ ~:, I· ; .. , 
--- __ ... 
_________________ .. :~-------- · · · · - iJrdl · ·. · · ·' 
' u 
· .. t;t&!t ., fj 'or~er to state the corollary more . succinctly' we ~ow .. 
. :...__--,------c---:.-:--:i. .. . .·---- --- - -· - . . - ... -- - -- ---- -- ---·- ··- -. -------··-
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- r.:., • • • 
- ·; 
define-a ·regular .problem to ·be one for which.the deri-
~11~ive fy'y' has th~- same sign_for ali admissible sets 
(x,y,y•) and for which every set· (x,y9y•·r~-with the ., •. :,.· 
.. ···-· ---- --~ --- ------- -------------~------ -- .. --·---"---- ----:---.--··-- ---- -···--· --- ; -: -~-·--------~-.:.. •· . . · __ ---~J-~ 
---~--el~men-t--ea=ti=sf'-,-i-~g-y~-<r-~'--·-1.--s-· --admi ssrb'i,-e--· whenever-~-- --·:· -- -------- · , __ ,:_ ___ ~----t"? 
········ . th8Seti~ii~;=~Y{f art~·cxfy~y~fhaVe this property •. Eque.• .. ···- :. ·---~~I 
tion (2.34) shows that for reguhr probl8ms the hyp()thesia . Kf'l 
I ii E(x,y,p_,y•) > O when y' ,' .P· surely ho~~e provided £1 ,1·, ::fI!_ 
is positiveo - This "'gives the corollary: 
-~---
. ····· 
---------~-----C .. lldo-r-ollary: It E12 is an extremal arc . of a-
~... . ; - ....... 
~or a regu~ar problem with t 1 ,1 , > 0 then the_ in~~ual~ 
i~J ~(C ) > I(E ) holds for ever · admissible ·arc C 
I 
·T:tie _ problems of both Chapter 1 pd Chapter :, , as 
well as several other classic problems of the cal.culua 
:, 
of varia t~o~, are . regul-aP -problems with -t7 , 1 , > ·8:. -
, Before o·onstructing sets of s~ficiency condi-
. -
tiona out of the fo.ur...necessary conditions we prove the 
- - - - ---
to l lowing useful lemma: 
... ' - ....,_ ..... 11"'11'!'- -·-••ri!!' -- ---- ................ - _.....,"1"" Lemma: Every extrem~l arc.,,!> havi11g f.-.,-v-, / C) ilo~ 
-- . J ., ·. 
.... • 
• I) .. 
- . - -------~-.......-, to a field F of which it --1t·serr is an extremal arc. .. 
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~ ··~ [, ' ·" . 
.~ -
[r··'. .-
. . . ~. . . "" 
_ .... -. __ :·-__ :::-_:_ ---. - - f_t.i_~.· 
. . .. - -·- - - '···- ·-. . : .. _ .. .:.- . --.. :':··::--··:: ·.; - - -~='-t . . . . ., ... · ·-It 
' c~- -- ' C 
- - '" , ., . • ..,o:z2:.. . · .. i~i 
b- . 
-.-, 
2..--.,....---.,..----'--'---, f· ----· -· . 
t- -- ... _: --~- -... --~---· . ·- ····- --- . - ------· ..... --- -------------- -~------ _::::__ _ r, . 
- ·--·--· -------·-- --~ .. __ .:.:_·- ·- - ---- --- -
t· - · ~ me.~be~, fo:r;-· a = ~', ·o:r a one--...pal'ameter fam~ly of _tl~~rem~ 
f ··-·· ~18 1 = y(x,~) having y~(xgO) dlfi81"enf from Zero at 
-.:'!? ~; 
~a~:J>. poi-1.'lt- of . E12 ~ · Wlf -now proce·ed to· construct su~lt • 
- -- - -~ --------
. ---·-__ ;~1_;1·· :·:. ~· ~ -- -- --- -------- ----- ---------------
- ·---· .... - . - ·-----------------·-··-.----------------------------··---.···---- ·-----
.,_~ ~(x,a-,b) ' (f ---· . {2.35) 
. 






• Further, this family mar be chosen so that 
-~he· d·erivative with respect to x- -Ot--the,· d~~el'!!l_~n~t 
. - ~:·.:.·~· .... -..... .'·.,~., 
. r: 
------------ ·- -------- ----- ··-···-- -· ---------·--------·------------··----- ----· --
-
- . ~ . 
is different from zero at the end-point l of·E12, a con .. 
..... 
-~~,!C>~ t_}!at may be ·~1ressed b7 ~(x1_~~l)_ r 9• -A posi- _·. 
- t-1-ve-~constant li, may -nm,- be ches-~- -se- ~hat-44-~1-10} !-a----------- -- --- · •:,. 
'( 
- • - ·---- - Q . - ,__ - - • • -- - - -
not zero· for-every_ pa~r of valu~s (x,x0 ) satisfying the 
conditions 
-. - r~;u:~i1!l f(, 
'---==-c~::. ,:;c 
--
--~-- (2. 37) xl - -~ s:z:0 < x1 , 
~ ........... 4«.... tt 
.:'- ,. ... . '" ···.•'·.: ,-
.;. 
i' [ · .. , .. -"';·i:f I'' 
-- . - -~ <~- .·_ m 






·J.8:t.i'li~,Xi)~ ,..,- !Of ·every x: SiitiStifofthe; :rir'St ·coiidf.:: .. .... .. . 
- •"'7'" =.~: .. . . -
---- - ------- --- .. ------------
. --- --t -- ----.- --- __ . ____ --------··-----------------------------
ti.,on· of (2!37) the de.~erminant6.(x,x0) vanishes at x0 ,_ 
a11d ·its ·-deriv-at.1.ve ~ (x,x ) · i'3 di_ffe·re:nt ·from zero ~..-~ 
--- ·-~-·--··--:------·--------.:, .. --:- ___ :_: __ _.:.:. __ ~---·------- ---- -----·--..:.~ ... .:. -~-- _()_. _________ '}·-: ... ~.--~--- ---- -- ----------.~----------~--~-.·___ .~· --~ --- -----------
·:\ .,. -· 
... • --· ·-· - . rl 
. - - - - --
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-,n,where on the interval expr~ssea:- by the -se·~-~nd : condi... ---
'tion·. -of- { 2 o 37). Cl.early 6(x,-x
0
} is difi'Ei~en·t ·from -z·ero~--- -·----------·-
_:on the interval x1 s x s x1 · + £ and · if x~ is sei8C~ed suf-: ··-- J~l 
ficiently near· to x1 th~~ 6.(x·9 x 0 ) will also· be different · J\i 
--- ···-----· - ·_ -- -·· - - -- .. --_ /l ..... _._ . -___ - ·;;,··· -· ... ········· ········ ------ -- -----_-- _-- ----------r;:r 
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roe determine the conjugate points 9 must be different 1iU 
from zero on x1+esxsx2 so that.ZS:(x 9 x 0 ) willalSo have .il, \:;t~ 
this propert,y \'l~en x0 is near ·to -x1 o· 
Now let 
(2.,~. 
· ·!hen- a one parameter family with t;hEJ prope·rti,s lieted · 
- --- ·- - . ·- ----·------· 
·at· the -beginning of tlitf ~last ·parag~aph is given by 
(2.39)/ 
' 
-· -- .. -
a1.-n-ae tor c:,.:s l> it gives -the arc- - 12 and turthermo·11e 
> . 
f (-g-:~~4-Q-}- 7«·t1-;·8-}·-= fa(~,•o•bc,}lt ·+ ·fb(x,ao•'-o)• ~ 4(~,~o> 
. 
@t_n;;t~Ly -~C 9~~*~ ---
--a f~ri4 , i~ -1~t- µeigbborp.o-oa·or'tlie arc E1z-sinc_e_ we -
111 1 ··t_alte t sc:>" small that the derivative Y« (x,<t) r.emai~s 
------ ---·- --------------. -
-·····-·------· -- ditte'rent--~trom-~-ze-ro whenever -x--··ud "lX satisfy tl>.e i~~qµ~l.i-
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-~~~-= y(x~+E) ~ 
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·Pigure 5 
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On any ordinate -of this region F the value y(x,ct)_ var!II-
4 . 
ies monotonically---as rt.. 1n~reasea from - £ to +€0 -Thus 
· · ------- through each point of F there paE3ees, a unique extremal 
c... 
of. the famil1-o. This means_ that for·-each ~- ol-·Ji'-~~=----==--=-=.::..-
I 
m$y be --shown t-hat thi·a function and· 1-ts first partial·· 
derivatives ar·e continuous in F, from which it follows 
that-the same is true of the slope function p(x,y) = 
7 1 (x,ct(x,y)J- of the field. This completes tne proof ot 
the· lemma.·_ 
'I, We are now in a position to prove a thec,rem in~ 
~ __ ,. ___ _ 
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~;::·:~liet?:rem~ ., ;., Let ·E12 be an arc .witllout QOrners having ·· .. ; _ -·-... :--
1P.8.~ p:riope:r·ties: .... __ _ _ _ ___ .. . 
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W~fn_· I(E12}. is surely a weak ·relative _ minimum.; . tha.t: , ·· 
1$, the inaqu.e.li ty I(E12 ) < i{c12 ) holds_ fo; every acl-' 
m~s~ible arc 012 distinct f~om E129 joining 1 with 2, 
~d having ·1te elements. (x-ty 9 y 9 ) all in a sufficient-
I' 
ly . small neighborhood R' ot· those · elen,ienta on E~.---'---.:._. ------,-~:--:---
::;, 
,:;(~· . 
~:: :;:.::, I - : -
(,·,,.:._ 
--·---------~-~------
--·-------·----·--····--·····-----·----------------·- ·- ,. . 
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We ~ote that the ·three numbered hypotheses of the 
~ilr-ei:,r·em are direc·t1y -relat-ed resp~Qtively to· -the' .:three-
'';) . 
\, necessary conditions I 9 III 9 ·and IV o To prove the ~tlieo• 
re$, choose a neigh~orhood R' of the values (x 9 y 9y9 ) on 
---· 
B s·o small that all elemente (x,y,y•) in R' -have their 
, ·12 _____ _ 
points · (x,-y) 111 a field F. The ~existence of this field C 
which has the arc E12 as one of it~· extremala is guaran-
• 
- . ··--·---·- ----·· - -·-···--- - -• - ·-·· ~ - -~~-.... ---"=~~~-
teed ~Y t~~ :tlypo.theees of the theorem and the le~a. of ___ _ 
.. ·. ~::::l ~~~:.·;T.;:r n:::h::;;:1:;;;=;;:i;~ :: ~~;:7;:~- ·. • ~~1 
~ Di 
, . .. . . . . . . - ···- .: ~T'i. 
_ '·~enttt --,x,1,vr:&(J"t'"~p)) 'h~v1.iig' er~ a~s .l; -&~e-~iiradmitf~~~~~~-:,&- -~ ·~ ~~----~-=- ·. -~ ~. 
'ti , 
- .. .. .. __,__·_. __ . .,~.,_.,~, ·-'"'' 
J 
an_ d 111ake- -f · J:~-0; cc·Then tile function · ---- · ·- --· - ----~----· · - -· -----·· ·~-----·---·---------···-, 
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·: · -~:1-.-pQ1;1itive for all eleme?lts .(x,y,y•) in ,R• with y' not~ 
--- - _e,qual to Po . The ·proof-of- this theorem· is now· completed 
. ------~---,, ---a . -1 · trr -·-tne~-r11naame·nta.1·- ·en1t:tTc1e·nc ____ tlieorenf of- ·a --Ef,-----~-- · :-----_ ------- -- -·:t't~· 
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11ets o -·-~ -- ·"·" . - f ~:f 
p~qved .:1::0:::0:::i~~;::1:::;r::n::1::: ::/:a::::g ·. -- ······ ·· · J;I• 
- . (;Fl 
rela~ive minimum; the value I(E1~ will_ be called a ,, 
. ·"·~--------------------~ 
strong relative minimlll!l if- the-re is aneighborhooq> R' ·of 
all admissible arcs c12. w~oae elements (x,1,1') have_· 
• - 0 
t:ti~i;- . __ p_Q~J}~@_i~=1ll ~:g. .. ~-- !11).~l~ __ n.f!ig4't,orllooti _~- 9~~ ~~~s~~~-~-~=----------_---.:~-~ 
' . 
( 
Th . Lrt E_ -1~~~Jia~an.a.rc nthout corners h._av1ng·-. --------.... --~ ea rem: , 
the pro-pertiee 1), 2-) -and 3}· 0£ t~e prev-ioUS=t-heorem 
'Md also the .addi ~iona~ pro.perty 
4) at every ~lement (x,y 9y') in a neighborhood R' 
. • . . t . 
of the elements on ~12 the condition E(x 9 y 9y', Y') >-~--- _____ _ 
. _ __ ~s satisfied fo-r -every ag~i~sible set (:x:,y, Y') ill: .. e 
.,.._.. 4J,..i- -~ . ...... -~ ~ .... ~ ~· . -·~ ~ ..... ~ ... ~ .. Ill' ' •. - ..... I.:>*. •:'1(1,,..P.:.• ~ ...... , ... ,._.,~ ~ ...... ;.f-';-•.;.:..i .·~~ 
wt tll Y ' ,f. y ' i; "" , II 
,_ ... ~~~~ l~-~i2) is 1.1."'Sti'~·~\Lfi.~~"'itit.isl~l= ~t,_i.4-,-.~~--c'~~ • . ~ ~.·i 
-~e- inequali-ty I-(E12)~ I{~12}--holda, -for -ever-y :admi--s.-,---c. -·. - ---::~~- -;-- -'mi; 
,1bie -arc- 012 ·a.rsti~5?.! ___ !~?JII E-129 -~oiuing .1 ~1th fy-JH', .. H!,,._\1---... -.. -• .........;;---4/ 
. .. 
~~ving·, its polJ1~s · (x,y.) all i~ a suffic~e~tly s~a:J,.l J 
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As 1~ the· previous theo·rem., prope.rties -1) ,2) .--~~~ 
-·------------ __ . - .. - -· -----~-------- -· -
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' . 
----- -and· ,, l again- ·1nstµie -- the exitftenc~ · or·- -a ... f~feld 1· having 
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sm~ll that all _the elements (~,.7,p(x 1 :,)) 'belonging t·o 
it are in the neighborhood R' ot- propert,~4) then ac-
-- -- . ------- ... - . G - .. . -----\ -- - ,._ --- - ---~--- ------ --- --- -·- -·'----- - --- -- ~- - . 
. cording to that hypothesis E(x,y,p(:x,y),y"') >O must 
. . ' 
hold for every element (x 9 y 9y') in F distinct from_ 
(x,_~p{x:iy)J~ -·so--that ·again-- the fundamenta1··-suff'iciency-~-----... ---
theorem gives ~t onc·e the conclusion of thi_a thElo:rem~ 
· !he . prece·ding theorems are by no i.l)e~~ the only 
th.f!o~~JllS· invol~i~g s~~ficiency conditions,: but they ·are 
general enough to cover a large portion of the problems 
~enc.ountered ,in -=bhe--·calc·ulus of variat.ionso It wil·l 'be 
noted that there are problems for which the latter two 
theorems do not apply-;-- for example, a problem where the 
. -
minimizing arc is :permitted to have corners. However, 
1 
since most· of -the applications of -- the theo~ of the cal- -~ 
- ; .-1> ~ ', 
culus of variations are to the class o-f regular pro.blems 
'· 
-~ 'Ali!'- ~ . -- ·•'~ --~.- - ..... ... - ~ ~ ,., ... ,. ~ 
, defined on page 3.1 we content ourselves for the moment 
" ' ':;- - . .......... . . ' . ,, ~ 
... ·~. -~ .• 
- _1or__~eg_~!ar __ p~oblems, it can be sh..OWJ:l· t~~~ a 
. ---- ----- -- -----·--·-·--------
.. -- ·- - - -·-- --~- ·-- -
~ 
minimizing_ar.c. __ ~~EµJ. __ have no c.orne~~-_an5! _ _!!1~t_ it h_a_11 ____ ~_ 
\ . 
a continuous- second :derivati-ve 'and 0 iS therefore an ·8~...-
-- .. ------
--------~----· 
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tremal. Since the derivat~ ,--never vanishes in iL= -· · ·-··c ··· - ;.i 
. · 1'Y · . . · . . .. . 'lil 
____ : __ the -n-e~-~~-~~r:r_~~ondition III .. ~_81 ~e str~ngth~n~d to ~old _________ ··-··-- ff-
for all a<imissil)l~---elenients '(xpy,/y') having' their- p.oints .. . . .·. . ~t.l 
. -·----·-·----·· .... ~,, ... ·-~--,.- ·- _,--.,-·-· --- . . -. ·'_.·· ..... ~ .. · ... ·.· ...... ,, .. ·. - --· .... -- . ( ···-- ----· --··· -··-·-··-·~-·~-···· -- .... ·- .. --- .... ··1::::r~ 
------~!!_) ln a neighborhood of those on E129 and· it may be · .- f[/l·.·. 
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.t®ther strengthened by excluding the equality signo {Kif-: 
,. 0' . ::: i 
If the env~lope of the one-par~meter family ot extrema-ls - ~-·· _ -----·~ :.J 
· ·· - --·· - :i~I-
through the point·--1--·has a br~ch pro'jeoting bao~ward · '\,>f. 
------.fr.om the c.onjugate· point ; then the proof of· the neces-
s~~y condi_t!_~~ __ IV shows that the point· 3 __ can __ lie neither 
---------. --------·----·--~-')- --- ·-- ---·-----·-·--·- ·---
between 1 and 2 nor at 2 on E12 so that·this lattei-_~u~-
. . 
m-ent~g ·ver@ion 0.t . con.di tion IV _is now necessary ftir a 
. . 
. minimum •... This gives the following theorem: 
-- ---mheo-reni-f --A---minimi~z.ing ~c E12 .. for- a .regular .. problem. 
must be an extremal on whio~ fY.'Y' is everywhere great• 
er than zeroo If the envelope of the one-parameter·· 
~ily of ~~tre~als through _the point 1 haa a branch 
. . . 
project~ng backward toward l from the .point :, con3u-
-- __ g'tt~· ~~ 1 on E12 ,. t~en the point :, can be neither be- . 
' 
tween 1 and 2 nor at 2o 
. . . - .. -"' r, ... -t.mW" !'. ~~~ , ,'fffl- ,,.,. _ _.1;'\. . .'" ~. · ...... ,......,. ~=··-
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theorem projecting backward toward the·point·l;o IiCthis · · · · · 'I 
oas~, · 'the e~rlier proof' of the neoeasai-y. condi tio~an_ : . .. . · ;((1 _ 
. . . . . . ~·· ~ - n.Ot be appiied bUt tlie comttti'on-IV is nEiVertheleas n~~-- --"~~ •-~ =~ir 
-- ---------. ;;;~;y, as ;;;/ be. shown by a sec~nd proof, whiO~-is 01'41 t• -- .. · lt 
. -
ted h~re,- -tn:at uses . the · Ei.ec®U derivatfve--I-"-to-r·-of-the ;<1 · 
itr integral (2.4).· ·• ""· 
iiirther extensions ot the general theory. · ot th11J 
bh&tpt~r are both · p.ossi ble and numerous. · For instance, 
the problem where one or both of the end points, of the 
in tlle literature of the calculus of variations. Howeve~, 
an- invest·igatton into these further extensions would re-
quire more space than is availa~le here. Instead 9 wa 
now pro-ceed t-o a· rel-a-t-iv-e-ly--t-hi)reugh- "-inve-st-igation .. of_ 
l 
one of the claE1$1-cal problems of the calculus of var:ia~ ...... 
ttons. -- ···- - ----• - - --- - -
_.,. 
' ~ ' ·1 I. 
..... .;,lfff~... ..... .,~. . ... ~,,,, 
' 
- ......... ~. ~ sl •. - ... ;.,...~ ~ .. .. ... £ .... , ¥~ .. _.... • . ._} .... ··-.. -~ .. -~- ... 
' •• '!-• ' C ---- --· 
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CHAPTER' 
SUR.PACES OF REVOLUTION OF MINIMUM.AREA 
,. 
-. . . ---··--- -- - -
- -~ ~ ....... ' 
-t-iea ~f min-imum are.a is · in many respec-ts--the--mos-t----satis-
factory illustration which we.~]lave ot the principles of 
,.,._ 
the general theory of the calculus of variations... ·· If a· 
wire circle is dipped into a soap solution and withdrawn 
and a second·. smaller circl'e is first made to touch the 
. ' 
cir:cular disk of soap t-1--lm bounded by the 
·----~---
-~. - ·- - - - -.: --·-
" . 
------------~ '"-----·------·-- ---· - - ·-
cle and then drawn away, the two circ~~s will 
jo.ined by a surface of J~9ap f'~lm. ln the case where the 
clrcles are parallel and have their center$ ·on the same 
·, 
axi.s perpendicular to their planes, the surface of soap·· 
film is a surface of revolution. It is provable by the 
principles of mechanics, and also intuitively true, that 
a· surface so formed. mu$t be one ot minimum areao The·· · · 
determination of the shape of this film by ·analytic means 
ft .. · 
:.t..::. 
__ _:__:..::-· - . ~-fl ta the .sub~ect and pur.pose of this chapter~-----
. . ~-
·-- ..., ,rr;r Ji'ol" cQnv!_n.)~9'to, let :t11,,1_x..;.a:~.~-~ the collll!~~-~-.. ~ 'I!'_ _,~ 
u:1e . of th __ ~A ..... ·_. :.':" . . ~--'- ~rQle_._,; and le't t~e,, P._~1ni ___ s_, ... wile.re the ci:r-. __ ....... · -.!f:1 
ole~ "inte;sect the upp~r half on an x:v-Pia?le "th;~ugh thei; ·· £1'.I 
axis be Called 1 and / If the inter~e~tio11 of th: sur-. . Ei 
~ 
tace with this plane is 1~ tile form 7 = J(lC).then-from 
·.· 
ordinary calculus we know that the are~ of the. su.rf~ce . 
-·~---ifS· . . t·; 
------· ---- ~-- - -- - - - ~ - - -- - - ------ - - -- -~---- - --------- --~-~--~---------- . - •,· :. _.· .\ ... ~ ·._ ..... ·--.. ·. . ·:"'-. 
.. . ... ··· ·.·•,',,.·...... . ·, . -~··· 'l~;:·f~=-c:c7i:c;,,~;s;;E~.:·::;2.\ ,~'.;jf.('}~~Tl;T:;':'==~~-~~t~~>· 
1·~ 
t l -~--
lh :_ .. , 
.. 
.':·.·: 
\'r·>? . I 
of revolution i:a_ 2 7t times the value of the integral .. ,;·:.". i +Xi~t 1 
·. I =f:~ f(y,y')dx . tJ 
· wlie~--ftT,r T ~has~1;11e v:a1.u8- - : :• -- - -- ····· · --: ~- . : ~ ~ '_ •.. ·.~• - . . t·f ~ 
· ..• 
(3.1). 
... --· -·····-·- ---·--- .. - - . . . 
:?-$. 
f '1·. ',,. \ . = .... ,,'L.J...._._2._ __ •. --- ---"·_-~·---------- - ~~-- _-· --:=_ ~---==- ... _------ ~=~~~-{tf~-. ----- - ---- ( ' • 2 ) \ ., I ., , ... ....-J ~:/! 
With.out loss o·f ·generality'., we may inunediately 
. 
make the· restriction that tor all· arcs y·= y(x) which 
·we shall coneide-r·, 1 t is true that 
y ·~ 0, 
since it an arc ·does have a portion or portions below 
' 
the x-axis-, the surface generated w~en this aro is ro-
\ 
. 
tated about 1-he- x-axi& is the same- -a-s i-f -the porti--on(s)-- -. · 
below---the axi.a had .fi_rst b_e~n r~f.~~Q~~d above the axis. 
Thus for this chapter an admissib1e arc y = y(x) 
will be one which in the interval [xi,xa}is continuouE! 
and has· a tangent which , turns cont~nuously except perhaps 
' 
at a finite · _m1mber. .Of'_ JlQi~t§ ang ~hie}! 1_~ addi.tion ,satis-
- - --
- - ·--- --·- ------------
. 
condition C 3 It 3) • 1 
-~ ...... ~.-·~.~ ~ ~ . .,...·.<J!G .. L. 
OU& problem ~Ofi is to dat~rmine among 
- ' ,... . .'" ... ..,., l........ ... 
---}':' -~ - .. ~ •• • ....,, ....... """· , •• ., -- .. .... .•.• ' ..... I""~~ ~ • ;,/"" •• 
sible arcs joining two given points 1 and 
' ' 
which minimizes the integral I of ('3~.-, 








.-·~t ~· . 
·-·;1 
. __. .. --~ 
I. 
. 0 
- - L ..•.• 
' ; -~~.-~_; ___ i_: _· ·._ ... _.:. '.' .·· ·_ ':._ .. / .. -:_ 
;,·· . 





. - :..:--······:- ~ .. -· -·-- .,_: __ ------- -----· --- --- . -.--· .... - -- -
. . ·- -- - -
.. -·· -- -- --· -·------ ···-··· ---
. . 
·- -- ·-· .--·-.....,_· --·-· . ····- -· - - -
,. 
,.. 
. -- . ---·-··--· ·-- - . ';-·-·-- ~--:- ·--.:-----· 
I z __. f 1 t : ---!i- _f_J'~X ;+ C." r-·-t ----.' C-3.4) 
Jor the problem of the minimum surfac·e· of· revolu~1on, 
--· - -·-··-----------· - - ---- ··-- - ------- - _-_-_ . ~-=-- .:... . --· 
- --- ---· -------··-------------
--thi-s- tak-es- the. tor-m- . 
-------
---------•.. 
--------- -- - -- ---
__ ·---~ ---··--------:---------
-
where a is the length_ o.f the mi~imi_zing arc . measured 
from the poin~ 1 to ~he point whose abscissa is Xo At 
a point·or the arc where·y ,Lo equation (3.5) can.be 
·--
written in __ the_ £orm -- . -- -- -·----- ·--··- -- --- - .. - - - -- - ----- - ----- - -----.- -- -- - ---- -~- - -
. --- - --·-·-------~ 
J!;) ---·---~-- ··-----~~------·-----·-------------~---- . 
. _Sinc.e y and s ~ar.a .both conti.-nuous-9 -th-en -so- -1-s- y-• -at---~such· -·- . --
a pointo But if y• ~s_ continuous 9 then both y ·and s-
have continuous _4-eriYatiye_s ao that eq_u_at1.on (.3.6) . . IAQWB 
that 1' must also have a ~ontinuous derivative. Thus ·.-. 
! 
- .. .. - ' . &'l--all- p&ints---ab-ove ·the x-axis the minimizing ar_c__haa -~--~--·· __ .:_ __ ~. _:.__._ 
_ continuous curvature and ·no corners. 
When 1~ i~ Im.own that along a miilimizins. arc 
_ce::,_'-,uz ,· ,. ~ co ~
- ... - ~ ............... ~ ·~-,!P."11 f . -"'·~:-~~[i~~--,,..· ... ~--r -~here is a cont1nuou.s der:i:v·a.ti ve y" then Euler• s· eq~a~ . 
E . --~~~-;:~-·-_r23-<~~:r.~~~t l · U _ • ~ ~ ~1- _ ,_. H QP: J 2 f ~:P !lla:7 b~.-l,'1.J:i.t..ten 
----"c--'--·--'i="·•/ - ··a. . . ---- ----------- ---- -~--.--·'--·-· ····-···.·-- ----·-··--·---· 
(, • 7) .. -~ fy ,-f1 ~ fl ,,1' +t., 'y, 1"-t_., = () .· .. 
. 
------·- -----··--- ------·--·· ----- --·--- --- -- . -····-
' 
- -· ··---- - -----·· _ .. -- -
-
.f;rom-whieh- -i-t1 -- fellows- that-·-along ·-a- m1n1m1·z1ng-·:11rc-·w1th 
t- I-__ _ 
'\, . ' 
.. 
. 
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- ' '!it .JJ.- .. ,
- ---- ----·--- --~------ --- ---···----- --~ ----
second der:tvative i" we have -. 
and .hence. _____ - -~--·· ··_ · ··----- -----------·---
where bis· a co~stant of integrati~n • 
In\-the problem of the minimum· surface of revo-
lution, equa-tion ( 3 o 9) becomes 
-----,., 
- ___ ... ______ . --~--------:--. --
( Jo 1-0) 
-
--------·-~-- --------
Solving this last equation for y' gives 
c,.11> 
-· -- ·- -_ .. _ _.. ______ ··· .. 1..-. __ .··- •-""· 
.Jly = dx 
.,_ ( :\2 11- 1 
which upon i~t_egl'_~ti~n yields the reaul t 
· '(3.12) 
~ ···-----·- ------
Arca ·ot this type are calle4 ··catenar\es and their shape 
- - ... k -- ..,._ __ -- - -·- --- -~ --~- - -· - ___ ._ __ ..,.. _______ .... ~_ -~- - .. -- -----
- --··-·····--·-·· - -· . ------ ·- ·-···---·--------··----'~·--;- . ~-- - - - .... ---------·-- ·-· 
-· - ------· ~·---· -------·---· .. -·-----------. --
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l' 
·,.l ·-
-~~-.~ ~,.:c;l~"!f;c"~(1m1 -111111111111111-. • .-11111111~~""'1!!1!11~"'-'""1,1.1111111111111111!111111111111111111111111111 y lif'{_~_; ..... __ .· -~._;,~:~;2:.0.::::::.0:i::_ccL'.. .. '..c,;./:'"t:c:;L/ ..~~. ~~ 
.• ~ ))' \ ••.·• ,c:•.• ·. ;· ... ·. } ~; 
,,__ ~ 
' Q 
---· .• ·':'r'. ,.,; .,.:·:. ,-,,r. 
·;.-;:._·,-t 
' - ' 
,, 
-44~ 
·we· see at once .that a mi~imizing arc 1 = .y(x)· 
with corners is~ t!Jlpossi ble since as-. was·. indicated earl-
ier such corners would have to be on the -~axia a:id ·the 
. ------·-·---·-- ··-- ·-·---------- - --···--- - :P 
.. p_arts .of t.he minimizing arc .. bet.we.en-th-es.e---Q-o~ne-Ps--=ani---·--:~· 
above the x-axis would have to be segments of cat·e·nar-
ies which have no points in common with the x-axiso 
That is, we have established the following lemma: 
Lemma: If· 1 and 2 are two points in the halt pl~e 
. ~ 
7 a! 0 then an: aam1·asio1e·-arc~y--=-y(xr·aoinjng them and 
gf!JJ.eJ;EttiM ~ S"1l'f~"-e - Qf revolution of minimum area 
·must be a eingle arc without corners of one of the 
caten@.:ri~~ of _equation_{3_._13J_. __________ _ 
Now we are ready to investigate the number and 
the charact~r of the catenaries (3.13) which pass through 
the two given points 1 and 2o The co~gt tiQr1 that a cate-
na_ry of" the form (3~1T} ___ pa·ss ··through the point 1 ia giv-
en ~1 t~~ fq~~tiol'l_ 
.-•. ········-········!-:--_ 




. , , ;;,, 
. ~~·A<·,~~·~ c.·'. : f;,~Ts}]!; __ . --.. -. •.· ... -~ 
-·-· ---Vf(:·.<s 
. .-./:_: .. ~: ....... ~~ 
--- ----- ---- _______ ., ------------------ ---------------- -------------------·---------------. -
41Zt ' 
- ---- ·-----··-·-·--··· --·-···· -------· - .... , -- ~-. 
7 
-·-
. low the ()~& .. parameter ·t-ly Ot·C&J•n~~e(I thr~ugh the 
----·-· - - --poiJ). t l ia given by · · 
' '6) ' 
_ 11 _ .- _ _ _ - · x:-x1 l . · -- · _ 
Denoting diff erent.iati.on~ wi_th __ rcespect to X and «. b 
primes and subscripts respectively, we.obtai.n 
(3.17) x-x1 Y' = Sinh(ct. + 
11 
cosh ot), · Yi = sinh a., -
_______ · . __ {3_.181 
., 
The. tangents to 'the -oat-enary -at the p·oi:nj~ (x1_,1J,) an11 __ _ 
(:x:,y·) are given in terms of the running coordinates 
(X,-Yt by the equations 
Y - y = y'(:I - r) o 
Eliminating X from these equat1ons, we obtain 
. ( ,. 20) Y'Ti ,. z - Y1 Y,,= y•;...yi (x - 7' - x1 + ,r> 
ao ~~t, from equation (J,.18) ,- the -cleri'V&tin-.h oaa -be 
" 
u' 'U t 
~.·.· -,11 
. v r .1:illc·~·~:,..,.--. ~ ¥. 
~' -~ "' VI. 
)tr 
..,,, ...... , ... #4., 
-- . '!'!---· . t·· . 
Tffis ·1aet equation enables an interesting con-
·-------------~--.__::_,..·.c:.._.,;:_.,.c.........;.-:_·- - -. .•...• _.,.,__~----· - ---------~~--------------·---~--... ~--- ~~-
.. _c.- -·--if\ruct:ion ~for--:·tlie-~_point conjugate to l on a catenary o 
-
At the point of. tangency .P_~~ a curve 7 = 7(~ 1 ¢) with 
-- --·--- - ----· ------·-··· - - F--~ 
- -- • • - •• ----- --- - --• --- - -• - -- •• ••• N-• -- ------ •---- -------•• •• - - ---- --- ---- --~--- ---
• 
0 • 
~----- - - -
----~-- ---- ------ --- --
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r· ,.-.. 
;. .. CJ, 
-. - -- ···-- ----. -------:"' ------
I 
,· 
.... - - -
· · the envelo»e G· ot the f'amil,:, the deri Vil~ive must- vanish, . 
• I 
which means that the coordinate y must be zeroo Thus, .r-· 
·-----· 
b 
·----- ·-··· ---- - --- - -----------=-------- ~ 
.. -"·-··---'- ~~"-~--=--~- --------,:- - ,-- '··-) . - -- . ------------------
. \X1,Y1 l 1 == y(x,r.t) 
·:· .•it• .w-r--r '· 
, 
-------··---
.. Figure 6 
Prom Figure 6 and the formula (3.21) it is clear 
. ' 
___ tha t as the poi_n_t _ (.,;x:_,y) _ m.pyg~l t':rov. ___ tile __ p~illi ___ l __ ~o- ~be_ 
- f<1 •• - ••• • • 
. 
. 
right along the ,catenary y = y(x 9 ct) the value of 1~ -is 




at a value x :>Xi i.~plie9, that there is n~ conjugate. p_oint 
betw~en 1 _and_ (:x:_,_y), while YrL c:::·o implies that there is 
.. such a pointo We also note from Figure 6 that f'or points 
.J 
(x,y) which are conjugat~ to 1 and have x >x1 , then Yi< O 
,_-,.,;..-.::..-. 
-····-----------·"··~~ ..... -~~---.. ,------·-· - -~---· 
.. e-qu-a· '!,;.1· o·~---n:'~ "'v_· =;,;j!·"·,.;......·we-· ~ ... n··-~. - ...... ~ ... :;.·· ~· ..... .;:··-·· . r-··-' ..::'·· ... · ... ,~·":;,.,""' "::r'"' Li,"'"'···· =---~ ..... · 
" ., - V .a. .I.. \A [}I. 
;";,.;;;;::.~ 
--- -
- - .... ------·---·-------,----·-----·-- --- ______ _Ij~ffi:.: -;-
( ,.22) . yn = 1 cosh2ct. >O, . . . · . I J 
-- -----·-------------------------· ··------ ----- -----· -- ,---· ::2" .. -·- -------- ----------------- -----------------------------------------~-------------- -~ 
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We -now look at the changes in the ordin!ltes ot 
the catenary y = y(x 9 tt) when x >Xi is kept !ixed 9 and 








y(x,t(J = (co~ CL + x;:19 11 cosh[ (co~li oc + x;:
1)coeh ~ 
---------------~, . (co~h ct + ~x~1) cosh ~ ~~ 
11 « approaches· ·either plus or-mtnus inf~ni ty we ma7. use 
-
.. -- ---- ---.---- --- - - ----- ---- - -··---· -·- --- - . - . --- ·- - . ·- --- --- -·- - - - - .. l 'Hos.pi t~i 'a me tor evaluating the indeterminate form; 
(3.26) ·U 1 lim . . h = lim inh . = 0 U-t-'!6' eoe u U-tt·v S- .... u ·, 
I 
, 
-~ •• ....;. ~ -'."" , , .,1 .. , ... , ,...,.~ • ~ ., ;.. ,~ .A.o .·~~ - .....,. ... ~•· • -.h ...._.,, ... · ~ .,. ,,·4~ 
""'p:r6aches-. .. 1,1us lhfin.1 ty ... wnen-·ti approaches either ·plus· or 
minus~ infinity. Furthermo!e since by equation (3.24) we 
know that Ye1.d. > O then· the de~i vati ve y«- changes from 
negative to positive whenever it-vanishes, and hence -c~ 
.. 
. -- .. ---· -·-------··-------·----------··---··---·------ -·-------·-----··--~·----------·--·-------. ··----- ··-
. 
--------------------- ·-- ·------·--·---
-------- ----·····--··· ···----·- -- -····--·----·--··------- -- ----- -------- - ·--- - ----- ·- - -------~--------------------
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:t:f 1 . 
-- · : Thus when x > ~l is fixe_d and <X. varies -f'rom mi:- _ _ - _ tr 
nus _infinity to. plus---1-nf-i-nity. -:the---ord--i-nate---y-(~x,-«}-d-±mi- -- ----------· -=· ''I~ 
--______ -__ __;i!~~~ f~~~ ~±; -~~j_~i ]~--t~ ~- ~~ni111~~~~ t~eU.1.rl~~eas~s •• - --~ - - -~ i ·;~ 
-- to plus inf'ini ty again. If we denote t~~s minimtim f-o; a f i/ , 
fixed X by g<x)\ then th~ equatio'ny::: g{Ji) defines 8 Jr 
curve which can 1fe shown- to be the envelope G of the tam_~- <t -
.. 
ily .of catenaries through the point 1, as __ sho~ in Figµre 7. 
.. 
. ~ . 
-- -- ---------·------------··----·--~-----------. -~ -------·--------- - -·-- .. 







. -·--· --·· ·-
' 
- .,,,. ,. 
J'igure 7. 
From the above argument it follows that through 
a ___ -P-Q_int 2 .§POY.@ ~he· envelope G there pass two catena·ries 
.. - -- -----·----------.---. ·-- -------------- --- ----- - -
on which the derivative y~ has opposite signs ~t 29 which 
as pre'!ieu-sly noted means that . one ot the catenaries has ··-· 
-
a point conjugate to 1 between 1 and 2 while the other 
-·-
- ... ~ 
Theorem: A point 2 aboye the-envelope .9 ·(as in Fig-
ure 7) is joined to the ··potnt 1 ·oy · two catenarles · or· 
the family y_ ~ ·b oosll[(x-a)/b] o On ... on~r·o:t'' these is • 
.! 
---·---·-···---------------------------~-------~~----·-,'-----------··--------- --·----...:............ -------------· -------·-···---. ------------ -- -- -- ·----- --· -- - ·-- -----
·----- ... 
- . - . 








I ·_,, . . 
·_ - ·-·--·~-=--::-_ .. --.. --.. · _.,... ____ ._,_· __ .. 
.. . . 
- . ·- ---_ - ,- - . -· 
. ' 
- -· -··- - ·-· ·-·--- - ----
..• . · ..... ,-~-- . ·~ 
- -~ - - - • - -- - --------- --~ • • .. ;:i 
--- - - -- - -- - ·-----
- - --- - ·--- -~----------:- -· - ------ -· - ..J- --- -- -- -- - - - ~ 
' " . 
_p~9in.t 4 conjugate to l~and on the other there · is no 
·such conjugate pointo· A point 3_ on the env,elope·G 
--------- ,- -




-------,-=~=~~-·~~on-j-uga-te--·to -3:~i--·--A-·po±nt··-b-eTow··-cr-r~~J<>:irletf-- to-~-1-by It 
.. - ~~--~atenary ~;-t~~- ;11111ny.-- - - ... -- --.. .. - - -- -- ~~r ' 
We are now ready to use some of the results of.. - {t> :, 
Chapter 2 to establish f'or the one-parameter fainily of Jl j 
catenaries through the point 1· ~other ·theorem wht·oh 
Figure 8 below will help to make clearo 
--------------------~---
--- -- ---
-----~- - ---- -
Fi e 8 . _gur .. 
Theorem: If two catenaries E and E ol the lami~-=---_---· 
- 1,4 ----13 -- -__ ---- ··- -----·c-;-. ..----······----·-·· - -· 
. ; 
. -·-; ---··· ...... -:--
__ _. ... ··-
·-ly-through the- -point -i touch· tne envel.opcf ·tt it the 
points 4 and 3, as in Figure 8 9 then- ·the areas of 
the surfaces of. :revolution generated by the arcs 
~.---· 
·- .--·-·--·--· .. --·---·---~Ql..--------·----.---y---·--------·-·---::;:··-·----·--------.;__--------. --------. -·-----··--·· 
- - -- -- ---------·- -------------~------·-
·-·------ .. 
___ -·- - ·-- -
·, 
·- - - ¢- ---- - - --- -. - ·- ---· ~-·--···---- --- .. -· 
- - - -- - . 
------ -- - -
- - -- - - --•. - l - --
.. 




ia now the. fixed · point 1 and the o~8 :rl is t~e )enve- · 
5A - ~-~'- v•- - -- --- -- - -- . -· , --.-
__ JU 
lope Go That is, th~ formula (2~21) may now be wrltten 
-- --- - - - -------- ~-. ------
- -- --- --- - - --- - ------------ -------- - --~-----------·-- - --- -- ------- - ---- ----
. --- ------- -_-_____ -'-' ____ - -~--,--'%--=-.2-8--cc=) =_==:r_(=E=i-)-----:---~~--(E==-==-. --)=-__ - -cc:=__~=-_-_I=*~*-(=G ~~~-)·----------------~----~-----~---~· ---___,..---~--~-~~~---· ·~-w 
-- ·-- -- - , \,~_,.._ -~. , ----- . -- -, . --~ --·:< 14· - . -< ~-- --~,,~ ·-
-- . _j-::-,·:_:_:-cc.: 
{!I: : 
" --- --------------------- -- -------------
- .. -- -----·----- -~- - - - ----
------s-1-nce--at every point-of the arc G we have dy = p dx, 
,0 





and the theorem is establishedo 
Thus· the necesea.ry co!'l<ij_ ~iQn IY _ ·tt Q'.b.~pte:r 2 
may .f.or this problem be stated as follow~: 
Theorem: -It a catenary arc E12 is to generate·& sur-
face o.f revolution .of minimum are-a then the contact . 
point·:, .(shown in Figure 8) of the catenary with 
-the envelope G of the one ... para.meter family o:f extrem-
·als through the· point 1 must not lie on E12·o 
I~ see this is true ~because the arc E14 + G4,. +_ -E32 of 
~-:~~~ -~ -F1iure ~~e. ~--ge.nera tes-· .. t~e .3eame-~-surface area -as -~;-2 , .rand· the. 
~~ .. 
... - - . --·- . - ---- -, --- . --arc G43 can always be replaced by an arc c4~ which will 
' 
---
-generate a smaller area since -G43 1s not an arc of a 
- - - ---- - __ _,_ --- -------·---
ca te iiiry of the· family (3ol3J~ "-Th~t G4-, can never be 
-~----·------ . ··:.~-~-·-: · ___ '·"'-·? ______ _ 
. .. 
)' 
--·------- .. . ~--- .. ·--·-----------------~---- . --. -------
- . . . ·.·· . . 
.. 
-n-· 
auch a -catenary is- ··clear when. we note ·that at each point 
at that poin't 9 but these valuea-b_ vary from point to 
---- -- ---- ---·---
poi~ t on·G, as shown by the~second equation.of (:5ol5) 
while ·on the catenaries they must be constant. 
We now m~ght want to1 conclude that the surface 
« " 
of revolution generated by a catenary joining 1 and 2 -
and having on it no conjugate point is smaller thap. that 
- ________ .._ _______ -
----· - . - -----~---------- ------------------------·--~---------------·-- ----
furnished by every other arc y-~-y(x) joining 1 and 2. 
This conclusion need not be valid, for while such a oate-
nary minimizes 1 w1. th respe·ot to other curves lying s~f-
. - -·· . - ---- ----
-·- .. . .. ' . ~ 
. ficiently near to it, there may he in some eases other 
· curve-a not so ne-ar that give -I a smaller valueo That is, 
I . ,. . 
we have so far shown that this oate,nary·- with no conjugate 
point is· a .weak relative minimum, as explainecl in the-
theorem of the preceding chapter on page 35. 
·nr order to obtain a more complete sufficiency 
proof• we now construct a field F ot extremals for this 
. 
~--r+~b~lmn-~ ~~uppo~e E12 4-~= ... ~-~-t~ne.IYc»""~~~;..m.~ir.g "ea·-~ na 
- - ·-( 3. 30) 
·- -We---~ a po-int 'O • --on-: the ca-tenary --so---near to -i- that 
-
- - - ---- -------- - -- -- ·-- ----------
·-·-----·-----·----------------· -----------------------·-···----- -- ---··----------- ----· ----------- --- --
,' 
~ ---,-~::-::::-:.-:::--:::-- --- . -· -~-------·----·· -------- -----·-.:-.. __ -·,···---:~.~----------~ ,.. --- .. --: .. =--:-.. :__-:::~.-------===---.·---·- -·--·- _., ... - -
• , •: • '> ~ • •\•• ,Y ,< • ')•\-·,,-,.,,~·~.,.•••,'t,•., ~ >'':•_l..',·:.:•.".'.":'"-::~,•--:'• :':•::'.!'c::.'i.'._:~.'-.; 1:.c•-:_,,_•;.;_•;:-. ~ ,:;.::,•.: •' .!-'-'::.:'.'.: ;'.:".'~'"'•' •• :> ,1'..;..•::0;-'.,; • 
~---·----
',-~;....... --· . --.--.·· . ~ 
\ _. - ' 
. 
~ . . ,. .. . .. •: ...... ·. _· " 
--·· 
____ J-_______________ -_:____ ______ ----. ___ o~-------·--··~---·----·---:--· _. ____ ~.::-... --:.-~~~~-~~-~--_________ :_ _______________ ..: __ 
-- - - -~ ------
-- -------------- ------~ --------. 
t~e point 3 conjugate to O is to the right -ot 2, as in 
. Figi.tre 9. 





.. .,., ...... 
As before, the tangents-to the catenary (3.30) meet on 
the x-axis at a.point 4., We now make -use of-the trans-
formation 





··- - .: ... ... 
(X - x4 ), 
which stretches the plane along the radii through the 
poi~t 4 in such a way that every point (x,y)' is replaced 
by a ·point (X,.Y).. Using (3o31) we see that the points· 
- . 
(x,y) on the catenary (3.30) are transformed into the 
point$ (X,Y) which satisfy the equation 
·-----~--
y = ~ cos~ 1.1- x4 + ~ (xA, ; a0 )] _:!~~~~ •. 
. . 0 .... ,. · ..
(3.32) 
• •· 418 ~ .,4111 ~~ 
-------
arcs containing the original catenary E12 for tlie -speciaI -· 
-·-------- ------··----- ·------ ---·--------·-- -----··-- ----···-···-· --
•• ,. < 
. . . :~a ~;; :~~ -····· ,, ... -... :;;~=~~;~~-:;;.~(~i :~ 
i . ii 
t !~ 
·[-: I :. .i1c1 







___ ·.:.:~- -,-r . 
,:<.:':,,/·; · ... :?·/· .,-'.· _; <:· -:·\.'": ::-':°"';>.·/":~·>';,."·,: ··:~>"·-~-',-:': :'·: !1 ,;:_;~~~;i\•·'/'.-.°'.: ~. ", J_.;"<:~'."°~'~.:~-': '.'..--.~'-·:' .·{·< .. ·,~;_':-• .~ ·.:: .. :r-\·:<;'I'./ ·_::; .. ··-:·.~-~/:~'.\l{c~·-::·~-:_··:;::~·;.~?.:··:·•-::·'.~::~.r,.;_>•:::, :·.;'.··<-.\_:/}f/·::·:>:.\,.-?::···:~·-:._,_·,:.: .:'"' -~.: 
-·, .. ' . -.~~--. '. .. ~-- - .. , .. • - . 
--·· -----------~---- -------- ----- - ---~-----· ----------------
....... ---;-· 
.. 
a unique extremal of the family · ( 3 o 22) ~hioh justi~ies 
calling this region Fa field of extremalso 
Thie means that tor each point (x,y) in-F the 
equation y = y(x,b) has a unique solution b(x,y) which 
. - . ' . . '=' 
can be __ shown to_ be CQntinuous withi?l_~~an4 ____ Qn ___ ~~~----:P9undary 
-of the V-shaped field P ·except at the point 4, and to 
have· continuous der.1:vatives in the interior ot the fieldo 
............ , ... ····1;:',~·;:: ..... \ .. ,/~~·----
........ -·· . --·-· . . . -····- . 
... ~ .... .. .. . . .. ..... -- ·- .. ---..... .. .... __ .. __ - ., ... -- --~-
The same prope~ties hold for the slope-function p(x,y) 
of the field; this slope~function can be expressed in 
the form ) 
p(x,y) = y•(x,b(x,y)). 
·The extremal arc E12 given by equation (3.30) 
around which the field F has been construeted generates 
' l . 0:--.··. ~~·1 } r ·>_ 
~ ........ eA ~- a-.,..-- -+he,,. ...,._.,_ ('t ; M +'ho -¥-1· A, d 1i' -lei 1'1-1 ng +'ks J~r-~-=1 
·~-"'- ". ':. ,:! - ~ : .... ~ .. " .. ,,.,,... ..~ .. _"l,2 ,:."" _";: ~::: .... .: •. .! :--: ... _;..-_ • "" .. - - - -~tt 
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n.is is~ tne wheD.'we recall iro]I! Chapter a t)ai. 011 u i·:: 
. extrenial (in this case ~ catenary) the _values i 8lld I** 11\;l 
~.- .. ~ . ™ equ81-, and ai®: ctha'b- P* ·is i-n'Va-ri-ant,~ ot~~ .. . ~ .... _________ --~- f{;~f:: 
'; _____________ __ILO-rdA-_, __ :_:_WEt.:have - - --- -- -- - -- . - -- . ' --- -. ~-- .. " ..;,._ ----' __ · __ tLL. 
- -- ---- -- ----- -- -- . -
. 
--- - - - - . /j _, --
. 






with E12 • 
-~--·------·-----
.. ,,. ..... .....,._ .. __ 
These results can be ·· summarized in·· the follow-
---- ·-- ·-··-···-···-·· - ' .... ___ ... \ --~--·· .. ·- --·- ------- -·. __ -. ·'"··-··---·-··· ·-·--· , .. ·····----·. ··-·~-·----· .. --· -- -·- -- ····-··--··-
Theorem: An admissible arc -y =- y(x) (x1 s x s x2 ) in 
the half plane y ~o, joining two given points l and 2 
and· generating a ~urface ot revolution of minimum 
area when rotated abou-t the x-axis, ·must have the 
properties: 
- l) It is a single· arc without corners of ·one ot 
' ' .. 
• .. ~---- - .... ,,. •. ... - ilC ' 
-· - - • ..-.. ~. --· . .:.,s· ._.ti. IJ .. ~@-~ c,n _1~. ~A~t,.:·P.S.:l.:rr~ ..... 4lf ~;r.r!;~P-t ,n_tn... t.Jie .. fJl-=--
t . ' . 
·felope G · of the one~p~rameter "t~i;l.y of tti,)e 
catenaries through the point 1. 
~·- · _______ If ~12----1-s- -an- arc having --the-Bi!- pPe-perties·,·---cma-ir-JJ ·1a · · 
.. ,-~-- .•. 
. . ---. ------ -· ~-- - ____ . ______ ..__ - ··-- ·-·--~--·-··----. ----- ---··. -- -- -----.-------··-------~----- - - --·--·-- - -- ----·· -- --- --· .. 
·It ~sat once evident that the V-shaped field 
. I in which ·the catenary _E12 _fu7ni_shes .a D:linimum ~n~~e. 
above t~eorem is not~unique, for the. two points O and 3 
---------~ --
can be o~osen- at, slightly different locations and the 
field _will ___ :retain .its -~ti-es-o ·· In !ae-t, though· the 
_ ... --·- ···:.::· --- ---···· 
proof will not be given here, the following theorem can 
now be estab1ished: 
Theorem: ff E12 i-s a- eate-nary o-f- t~e- --fami-ly- f-3-.1--3--) 
,.. 
~-------·-- haying_ Otl _it_ no _point gotjugate to_l_ e,:xc.e_pt_ _ _po-11SiblJ _____ _ 
·,· --i'T· -;~_;;~,~~Jii,. -~· ,., -







at 2, then the surface of revolution which. it gener-
ates is small-er in a:re$ tb~ tll~t geJler~te4 l>y ev.eey 
other arc el2 with equations of the type ~c ,. 34) ·join-
" ..... .,,,,.._ ~ ... 11.41!!f'~ ... .,,.,.. ... • .. ~ ,,,... ~ 1'....,...,... 1ilW'."'J t:'ols. ......._q......,. ....... _ .. 
ing l with 2'. and, except possi blJ at 2, lying entire..;. 
·-""'- :l:J ~L.1.rft,~- 1,he»,IJ.&fftb~o 1,l! · o,r~ "f'. tt'he .. " o~~~:Pam~tt;·~ 1.~tl.;<w· . .,,. · ,... . ~ " 4 
of ·catenaries through the point 1. 
We ~t!ll need to determine what , are will prQvi~@. 
' 
a minimum surface of. revolution when the point 2 is be• 
• -- 1 • • 
-~-·--- -------- ·- - -----~------ --
----- - ---- ----------------------·------ -----~--------~.~-· 
--··-- ... - ----· - -
- - -- . -- - . - .. ,- -- --··-
TT"'"~~ z 
t ... · ... t ·. .. . :n f .·. _--~ 
I 1 . .. ···--····-··--··· : 
--- --- ---- ---
- -- -------·-------·---·---- . ··
-----·---
(} . . 









low t~e envelope G; also.,· we do. not yet know that the )r).,; - . 
)/ ... 
. . _ ____ -~a~~~~~!-~:n:n~_1_w~t~·~-~~1 _ _:~o~~d~- -~~e- ~ni~llJll~~=-- -~----- _ ({ 1 •~ 
face of revolution when we includ-e, for comparison all ~.01--~-·~-, .. _, 
VJ 
·-----:-~-~~res cl2 __ ~~ining 1 w~t~ -~ !:~ar_d_le~~- of whether __ o_r not .. -- -c-,-~-=-=-~--. {:-
-- - ~ - --- -- . --- --·----------- - --- ----------~--------~-~----- ; 'i 
·· --tne.y. ar.e -within · the. _V-sha~ed re_giono_ . VI_~ _ a~s_o ne~_d __ ~o ___________ ·-······ _ . --· _ : L-- . 
know the minimizing arc when the ;point 2 is C,.irectly 
beneath the point 1; this latter case will be investi-
Q 
gated next. 
.,~)._,Ao ~ .•• 
Consider a segment E12 of the ver~ical line 
througJi the ·point 1, and ~lee an ar-e c13 with length 
-----------···l ···equal--~ that----0.f:~--Ei-z,---AS.. · in-· Fio.re 10. ·~ ··--~--~·--------





:._ - -· ---- -· -- --
- • - M 
- ·---- ·--------·--··---~---,, -
·-----------· ---~--· ---- . ·--•- --· --·- --· - - -· 
Let the points at a distances from 1 on E12 and 013 
respectively have the ordinatee y fmd T! If c13 l>,as 
a single point ?·distinct from the corresponding point 
-
~·~ \ ... ,......, ~ . .. .. ..,.. ..... .... _,._ .....,.,... 
7 of 112 , we must have Y>y; equality holds therefore 
~,. -· · · ·· oill.y tt~··tr1,-·~-a~116to.~~ ntt1--E12-.-tti-t.ts7·Wi,r~-di"ff~llfflt · ~~ ~-~.'"t. 
of the areas of the ·surfaces of revolu.tfon generated 
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• Io (Y - y}ds ~o. -
0,-- -··--·-- -
--- - --~ ___ ead __ <ffliU~ l it! 09~-()~--"~~~ ~- ~~ -~ll~--~~----_the _s~e, ·· · . 
- -· -~ _,,. __________ ----~- . ·---~ 
I . 
length, as in Figure 10, then the area of the sur-
face of revolution.generated by rotating E12 about 
the x-axis is always less than that generated by·c13 · 
unless c13 is coincid_ent with E12 o 
Thus we conclude -that if the points 1 and 2 are 
· ---·---- in··· the· same vertical line then the- -8 traight-.. llne ____ j_o_in_ing ______________ ···-- ____ _ 
-the~ gene-rates a smaller sUPfaoe of, :revolution than that- -- -·--- --·~~----
generated by every other arc joining the same two pointso 
This last theorem leads directly to another re-
.. 
sult for the case when the points l ~d 2 arek,not in the 
..... ___ aame_ __ y_erti.e_al line.· Let- 3. ~g. 4 gf .RQ!nte _on the __ x-~t" 
. 





. - : . - ;--· 1,· ,""-: ._~ -~-~~- ~ .... --.. ~--.. __ ,..,""' 
(J ' ·--~ .. --·---- ... -· ..... 
--~ ·.~.~~·-:'!·· ... -~~r~ ,.~ .. ~ ·~ ..... ..,. '. ..... till" ........... ,- .. .. ~ fl·-~·· ! I . l : . · 
-··----,--.. -----.. --.-. _-___ -. --.4-.. -.. X 
Figure_ 11 
.- - ---, 
• 1 : 
The theorem most re.ce11tly proved shows that if 
• 
- ---- .. - -- . 
. ... ----. - --- -- -· . . ... -





- - " "._,. c __ --·.,_-"·; 
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" -- ---58-__________ --" -- -- -- . 
·an are c12 in the half plane -y :? 0 has length greater-
than 11 + 12, then ·the area of the ___ surface of revolu-
·-t=ion ge~era-te-d- by --012--1-s---great--er. than---o-requal -t-~----that 
. \) ~ , .. ' :\ . 
--· 
. --- -- ------------------ -- -- -- - - - - -- - --~- - =---- --- -- --- ------- - - .. -- " ":-: -, "". -- ----
·neignbo-r1loOd cff -r,1342 such ·as -is represented' by th~ 
--- . -- - - --------- ····-·· ---dotted line and the x-axis in Figure 11 so clQs.e to 
L1342 that any aro in it jo;ning 1 and 2 is necessari~y 
longer than 11 + 1 2 , then in this neighborhood the line ~ 
L1342 is a minimizing arc f·or the problem ot· determin-
Cf.' . -
____ - .~ing_ a. "C-u.rve .joining 1 arul 2 and .generattllg- .. a sur-face· of--
revolution of minimum areao This is the so-called Gold-
-- ---·-------------------- ---------- --- ---- ----- - ------------ - - -
-- --- ----- ---- --------
----------,--------- --- - -------- ____ ,__ -- ~. 
-
--- -- ·- - -_-_- ;~( 
___ ~~L jf 
r -~- ;_I • 
schmidt .discontinuous solutiono 
We have shown that the ·Goldschmidt discontinuous 
solution 11342 ·and the catenary arc E12 without contact 
with the envelope G both furnish minima with respect to 
curves lying near them. we· now ask whet-her or not one 
--------··ortliem ?urnlsheEf an absolute mlnimum when compared with 
every a~c c12 joining the points 1 and 2 and lying in 
the half plane y -~ Oo , 
. 
.. -~~ -~_and ~ -~~~· dist~-:~~. fX:<;~ .. ~134~ ~~ in:~rsa~ting the 
en_·v@lope G f __ o ___ ... +_.h __ e_ fir. st +.imQ A-t: a· no.in+. 5.;. a.-s an~urn 1-ft 
.... ~, - - - -~ ..; ~ - " -, tt- -. ~ - ~.,,,, r--...--= ~ .. • - ~- =-- ,,...,-==- ~ 
Figure 12 o O When the point 7 on G is near enough to the 
poi.Jlt 3, the length of :1i7·+ G75 is greater than y1 + ¥5 
·-- - -· .. 
? 
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:Figure 12 _ 
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. -t-
~ . . .· 
f 
and hence from our. previous theorem we have 
~ 
.. ·····-- - ~······-,r···-··--··· ----------------
. - .. . -
where eq~ality hol-ds only when 5 is at 3 and 015 there-
--------------------fore coinc1-dew-w1:-th--t13-;-----Furthe-rnror·e-,----1r-·we-·a11·ow--5·-·-t·o--·-----------------.---"------------ · 
llll ,r 
-~ __ mo~~ along C ~ toward the point 2 9 the di.ff erence 
-x,,-- -· --·--·----~---~------~----------------~------~------- --- ---------------------- -----·--------------,----- -






_C,.39) t(c15 ) .. I(L1365 ) = fo5 1 de .:. } <1i + y~), 
.. .,, ....... -
where a is arc 1_:~~~h measur-~~-~-~~m. -1 .. toward 5 on c15 , 
has its derivative 
~----- - - ----------------·---------·---~-------------------·--- ___ . __ 
, ,.· ' 
- d ) . 85 ' 
,_ -~-------- ------. -
- -----------
_________ .;. ---- --- - --- --··---·-·-·--
with respect to a5 always positive or zero, since the 
u1::J~~~o.J~ut.c .... ult~ff A~th~ ~a~:J.J>J~)<taT.,Ja 1.i,itty~ 
Hence the difference ( :,4 39) 1a never decreasing as 5 
.. ~·--------~- ~~·--
. ~ - *flllr: ··- ·~~ ..._...._. v-.- ...... ~ •· .... _ --- ..,. ......... •.,-.ar. 
aove~ _ ~_oward 2 on 012 an~ s~~~ 1 t ete.rt·e with a poai-
ti-ve or- zero value when the point 5 is on G, as shown 




-~---- -- -- - - - - - --- - - -----~--~---··---
------ . - --- --
-•---- ---· -, _______ .-.- -- -· ---. --. -
·-. -;,:_. .,, -. ,;-. ii.ii. 
t 
.... :··----·--
. - ' .. ·- - ' ; . ,, .· ''": :. ~ . ·. ·-
- . - .,. ...... .\ 
I -
-60-
- -· ---- -----------
(3o41) 
, .. 
:r~ ·-~-~~ be shown t~-t---equali t7' hold~ onlJ when e12 and. 
______ ---· ... ______ .. ----·-·-·-·--------~ ·~ r1 - -----~g are .. C-oincidento-- ---
- ··-~ -·, •• • . .::-.:.. - - -•• •-...-----=-_.,.-,--cc·-=---:~ C --
-- - ::..__-:::.._~-=----- =--7 -·-- --- ·- --~--·~--. -------~----
fl '·.· •. · / 
··- _____ -~ __ -. Clear:ly whe~ the po~nt 2 is on or below the en-
------
- . -
---- -- -----~--~---~~-~~- ~~~~ 
~!t :/~' 
-v-e-1-o-pe G-,----ev-e-ry- eur-ve joining 1--and --2---must- --'lnte~~~--GT- ---
That is 9 we have established the ·following fact: 
When there are fewer than .tw.o caten~ries joining the 
, 
points-1 and 2 the Goldschmidt discontinuous solution 
always furnishes an absolute minimum. 
--- ------ -------- - --- ... _ - ·I.·.-_. ... 




· ______ .. _________________________ -------------Thus---we-----hav-e--shown ·- that -when-- the -point --2----1-s----&------:. __ ----------- __ 
' ·. ·-~·"-
·----·-----
__ bo:ve G the .. catenary __ E.i2 having no riontac .. t with G., an~ _the 
.Goldschmidt-'discontinuous solut.ion 11342 , bot~ furnish 
mini~a in sufficiently small neighborhoods, and the- one 
which generates a small_er area than the o·ther surely pro-
vides. an absolute minimumo That is, in the oase when 
·I(E12 }< I(Li342 ) then I(El2 ) is smaller- than al~ the- val-
ues of 1- on arcs 012 above the envelope G by a previous 
--+ ---- ·----- ----~---- -- ---··--- -- ------- - ---- - ------
- -
- ·- -- -
- -.-
the or em and also is smaller than the values I(c12 ) foi-
• : .... c1:rve~ .. fPe-~~~M G...Jlince f.9£ .. S_l!_c!!. .:1:1!"¥:-~f I(E13l_!.~~~~4cJ.~--
J { 012 ), A similar al.-;gwnent holds for I ( L1342 ) ,~ I ( E12 ), 
-
- ;.; ,; -a: -...... "t. .,.,...... ...... - ~ ~·,.'f· '4- - • ,.. ...... .. ..... ....,.._ • ,,. . .. ~ 
and when the two integrals are equal,t~en e~ch of the 
r 
arcs E12 and 11342 generates a smaller surface of revo-
lut~on than ~_the:r ~;t9cs wit~ t>J.-e ~~e end :gointa. 
· In· order to have some crite~on .tor <list~~i,b-
-- - - --- - ---- ---·--- ·---------·-- ----- ---·--- -
-~------ ----·---------- . ------. ··- -· - -
-




-·'·,•,-: -,,:.··.;: .·.:_·-.- .-;~, :·, ·~·;-,- •... ,·, .• '_'a" i·'< -_ .... ,,. 
· .... , . 
-- ~ ~~---~-~----·----~-----
-61-
ing· which- of ·the values I(.E12 ) ·and I(t.i342 ) ·1s the emal- · 
ler, we· present a geometric argume~t. The differe~ce ot 
····· -these values is ._given by----: 
.. ------
--·-- ______ .......... ·-----........ ~---~------ ... ... .... ... ... .
 . . . . . J'S...... .. 
····-· · · (3.42). I<Ei;r.:.IcL~.,42>=] 5 1,da -l<ri+ 1~>. -- ·- -~ri 
·----~-
0 - 1 





As the point 2 moves from l along a fixed~ catenary E the 
dJ2 derivative 12(1 - _a82 ) of this· difference is always posi-
tive since the tangent to the catenary is -never vert~cal. 
hr-the-!', -t-he abao±ute value .-of -the -r-8-M.-e dy~d-s-2 is- aeve~ 
as great as unity~ Since I(E12 ) = ,0 when_the point 2 is 
at 1, 'the difference I(E12 )_ - I(L1342,> is then nega~ive 
arid when ,2 is on G the difference is positive since 
.,,.. .. .1--·:,....,. .... 
•. 
I(L1342 ) is smaller than the value· df 1· on any other arc 
intersecting Go· Thus I(-E12 ) = I(I.i342 ) tor only one 
· position of the poi'nt 2 on the oatenary between these 
extremes. 
.. . 









 cosh u 
Y 11 cosh a. 
--
·- and the values of the two integrals in terms of the para-
.. 
- -- .. -··-· - ·-
-- -~- -- --- - ----- --- --
--- -- -- ------------
- -- -







~· .~ .... ~ -~~.:- 1·-:"":r :n:~ 
~- . - . - ·--·--·- -
~: . · ........... · l 
~. I 
r · a r . ~ 
-···:-.·.: .... ·-;:.' 
~-
-· '"" . 
--- ~-- ----~------------~----- ----~-------- - .. 
.... -_.,. ·- .... 
• 
meter ··u ot_ the· point .. 2 are found to be 
(3.46) ·, 
.. 
This means that I(E12 ) = I(I.i342 ) when 
.. 
(3.47) u + sinh u. oosh u - coah2~ • 
a.·+ si~o<. · cosho:. + oosh2oc· o 
) 
This last equation and the equation (;.4;) detine-.the 
locus H of the. points where I(E12 ) = l.(L1; 42 ). It can 
be shown that the shape ... o.t the curve H is similar to 
that of G9 ~1;1. indicateg. in Fi-gu.re !,!_ 






.. - ......... . ... 
- - --
We now concl~de our discussion of surfaces of· 
revolution of minimum al'ea with the follovd-ng summary: 
'· 
-- -·- - . ---¥- - -·--- I . 
. ·~ 
,, 




. . . . '.' ., '. -··....:··-~<·: .: 
. . ···-
. r 
. SlJMMARY: JP~ a. ~C:>._int 2 above the curve ·a in ,1pre 
13 the GQidschniidt discon~inuous solution --L1-,42 ... 
-
--·-------~- --~-------------
-~~~-=- -~~- ~~~~-~~~~--~=2~ ~~~~~,~~~~~-----~---~~~~-~. ~ 
------:---------------- ----: 1-ut-ion relatfv:e to those generated by other_ arcs 
·and lying in a sufficiently small ·neighborhood of 
. . 
-- -- --- Li,-42-; but the_amallest surface of .ell, tb.~ @\>~o--_ 
lute minimum, 1s- in this case furnished by the· 
unique cat·enary .. arc E12 joining· 1 wi th-2-- and hav-
------ --·-------·------·------------ - --- -- -- - ... - - -- .. --- -- - - -- - -------·- -- -· -- - - - ' - - - - - -- - - - - , - ? - - ---- -- - -- ----- - -----·-
ing_,_011 1 t no po-int- 0£ c·ontact with. ~ envel_op_e G_J) 
Whe-n 2 is on H the surfaces generated by 
.. 
Ll342 and E12 are equal in area· and smaller·than 
those generated by other arcs joining these two-
points 1 an<J 2o 
When 2 is between H and G9 the catenary 
arc E12 furnishes a relative mi-nimum and the Gold-
schmidt discontinuo~ solution funiishes the abso--
t. 
----------- . - - -lute minimumo~ •-- .. ------·-·····---~,.. ___ _ 
Wne:ll a is an or below G the Go~-dschQl~dt 
solution is the only minimizing a~c joining land 
. 
2 ·and it furnishes an absolute minimum • 
..., ._.. ..... -., ......... .1.~wJ. 4 . ......, .... .,. .. ~- ·~ . ~ .,, .. .,, .... ~ ..... ~ ~,..»..., -~ 
,- ........ 
.. . .. .. ..,..~ . ~ - .., - • .. . . iii>- ..... --
' -
~- -
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Kenneth ·c: Bouciietie,'-·soii· of Mr. ·:ana~?lrS"~~·~,ue·nry ii··.· 
· · Wirt Bouchelle, S1'-.- 1fas born in ,Elkton, Maryl.and oil Aug- . - ·~ -···· Rt 





ust 19_, 1927 o He completed elementary school in 1940 
1 
and high school in 1944, bo_tb. in Elkton. He received 
.I 
I ... 
··-···-······-----,.the~_B.a.e:tle.I..o.r __ of ____ Arts Degre·e, with a major in mathematics 
-
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and a minor in ph7sics, from Western Maryland 8ol-l-ege 9 
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Westminster, Maryland in 1'3-46. t-he -n-ezt su-year·s Jl,lf -- -~ --- ---
taught· in Calvert Junior and Senior High $chool 9 Cecil 
County, Maryland 9 until he was drafted into the United 
States Army in September, 19540 He served for two years 
in- the Sigpal Corps at the A.~y Ei,C?trenic Proving Grounds, 
Fort Hua~huca, Arizona, assigned to Combat Development \ 
· Department as a mathematician in the Scientific_ iµ>.~ Prof-
.. ·· · .eesionai. F!~~~~~:! ____ U!>~~ ___ dis~~a~g~ from tll~ _ A_~l, he taught 
......... ; - .... 
.. 
for one year at Lindl.~y Junior High School, Gr~.ensboro, 
North Oarolinao In September of 1957, he came to Leh~gh 
University as~ Graduate Assistant in the Mathematics 
' ... ,. ... •-, .... ,. ........ -.. ' ..... ' .. ~ .... ·- .. ....... .4 I)" 
l)ep~rtmentJ He· wa-s re-oently stppointed · Instructor, a 
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